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A.DUCAH DAILY  • REGISTER.
Standard, Est. April,
Rester, Est. May, 1896. - 
SEEMS ASSURtirlDiEfilli IMFR2VE! - CAUCUSES ALLEY SUIT  TESTING SEWER
CONSTABLE PHIL HISY EVI- MAN4BEINC HELD AT PRES- ACTION OF ROBIOU VS. wiAL..




SYMIFTONS . COUNCIL. MISSED. YESTERDAY.




At a Meeting of the British Cabinet




London, Nov. 24.—Tc4aft cabinet
council whale although not originaey
stinimoseed for that purpose, had to
decide the question or the resignation
or temporary prolongation 9f the re-
tentioh of office by the Balfourian
ministry, was attended by el the
members but the Marquis of Salis-
bury, president of the iBoard of Trade.
Only a few score of the public
gathered in the vicinity of Downing
stire•et to %views the, assembling of
the ministers, and there was no dein-
onstrat ion.
It as regarded as a foregone con-
clusion that the Cabinet was going
out, anà the only poblic interest w*
in the manner of its gOing oat, whett-
er the Prelate and hie colleagues
woold take erecipitate-schnla la de-
cide to remain in office kir * little
while longer to wind up the business
act* Whir " .t ;
11:11.t lour's itanik,4'.
stood,' was sornevithar •ced y the
resignatiop of the Marquis of Lon
dontio4y, the president of the council
and president of the bond of educ-a-
nos, *hot was tendered a few days
ago.
The question immediately arose
whether the codective resignation of
--Ilk ministry wiosid not be preferable
o to its graders' dieintegnition.
'The anion of the Cabernet bollix
up soon ftee 2 o'clock in the a'fter-
noon after a couple of burs' delibera-
tion.
It is understood that the propose
for the collective resignation of the
cabinet vim rejected, and that the
ministers aivived at the decision that
it would be better to dissolve paths-
meat sherneeiver and appeal to the
electorate. Should this coarse be
followed, it will be due largely to the
well-grounded belief that the liberals
would dedine to form a cebinet be-
fore a genera! election Otters them
in possession of an adequate parlia-
mentary majority to carry out the
progninitne.
4 HAD THE RIGHT
CITY'S POLE HAD BEEN SET
OVER ON PRIVATE
PROPERTY.
Owners of the Ground Had to Get
Same Out of the Way for Their
New Building.
Chief James Coffins yesterday made
an investitratioo into the tearing &mon
of a city ehctric tiobt pole and wires
at Tenth and Madison streets, and
found that none bad violated the law,•
as the pole was over on property
which was attired for a building go-
ing up at that interaction. It. wee
intended to warrant the parties if
found the pole had been illegality re-
moved, hut nothing can be done in
the matters
Sogerantenckre Keetder, of tfhe
city's lighting pant, Wednesday at
the meeting of the board of worth re:
ported that eotrierme had taken down
the pole of the system at this corner,
without andibrity. Chief James Col-
lins was orifered to look into the
matter and if necessary get woorants
for the parties. On the chief examin-
ing into the question he band that
the city employes had by nistake set
the pole over on private property
•without authority, and when the own-
• of the ground decide* to core
Orme the battling, the), took down
the pole and also the wires.
It is an offense to tear down a
pole sitting on a public highway, but
the inuoicitrat government has no
right to pot one tm on anybody's
private property without penniseion
is riven.
•
Dr. Heber Jones, of Memphis, pees
ident of the Memphis board of
health, who is credited with keeping
yellow fever rile of the Bluff City
the Pint summer, wee given a pub
licly tobscribed purse of "Sto,00n on
Thursday. The gift was tench at
public meeting..
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Elections Come Off Shortly and ItGeorge Rock Scorns to Be Growing,
Mare Feeble Each Day—Mr. Is Understood That Slates Are
Agnew Doing Alright. Being Made Up.
- Constable Phil S. Hisey continues
confied se the residence of hisdt
er Mrs. Dr. tailbone Sanders of outh
Sixth near 'Wathington stree4 the
doctors not detecting any inwiPvirw
signs in this condition. He gibs
afflicted with a *tight paralytic Ihiroke
et-venal weeks ago. His atvanice# age
of riboue Severity-fire years is h re-
tard to improving progress, It %ail
be learned with deep regret b
mohy friends. -:71 •
Grows Feeble.
The meny friends of Mil. Gge
Rock will, regret to learn that he is
daily getoring more feeble at eis
hoar* OR Fifth and Monroe streets
and the physicians hare given. op
hope of curing him, but cannot tell
how trarch longer be will last.i Hie
has suffered from kidney trouble for
many menthe and may linger for
weeks. 7
Doing Alright..
.. Mr. John Agnsw is doing alright at
Riverside isospital, and hating poised
the •oritisal stage last night, it maw
too the road to recovery from the
operation performed on him for ap-
pendicitis. ne
Continua Improving.
Mo. Jolat Porteous C.041tillUCS 'im-
proving at t twig borne Weit
bte street and will be not ft a fevt
days.
HOSPITAL BIDS
MAYOR YEISER WILL CALL
THE DIRECTORS TOGETH-
ER TODAY.
Sotnathing WU Likely Be Done To-
wards Goint Ahead With the
Proposed Improvement.
Mayor Yeiser yesterday said that
he would probably coa* a nteeting-to-
day of die board of der' ectors
Ebverade hospital, of which body he
is president. He asiseinibtes the mem-
bers for the purpose of deciding tbt
improvements to be made at the in-
stitution, by convervion of the base-
event into wards kw carte of patients.
The directors authorized the mstyor
to get bids for the pooposed work
and let the contract, but as he re-
claimed only one proposal within the
time limit specified, he•callir the bat
owe of tin bOntd into session to con-
• the matter. •
The mayor phced 3 o'clock last
Wedsastley afternoon as the time in
which lee 1NOWiLt open the bide, and by
that hour only one proposal was in,
vAtik a treamd contractor brought
one in several hours thereafter. The
bitter was not consickred by the may-
or because he did not think it right
to do so, inasmuch as he had alreatio
announced that the- bids would not be
received after 3 o'clock. He will see
what the balance of the dir
want done about calling for
propositions' or going ahead andleiet-
ing the contrett on the one propel
received. t•
The hosestai wild have to have more
Oaken fiat the sick es the patients
dsily crowd the institution until ad-
chtional quarter. are needed The
colored people wie be placed in the
ttatistelent, wheti will be as
✓oomy and corivienent, with all a
snces, air 't1 oar en the first and
seeload floors.
TOWN ALMOST
WIPED OUT BY FIRE.
Decloscm, Tent., Nov. ao—Fire
broke out in a two-story brick build-
ing , on thin street, occupied as a
leittthen by Berry Seay at 1
o'ciclo this mooring, and as a result
(tit the whole of the business por-
t1 0i Theionion is in ruins, and much
of the residence portion ht a smould-
ering moo The toneless is $teo,-
000, with something -like elocscoo.
It is reported at Morristown, *,
T., that Richard A. McCurdy, Neal
;dent of the Mutual Lik Insuratite
company. has sold his fine hotne
there for $35o,000. The report
causing much comment.
tel the value of Stocoo were
Stolen front the Win. Skininet Mann-
eacturiag tomearny, of New York.
Now that there is. not far distant
the date oi ekcting marketmaster,
license inspector, city weigher and
other officers of the municipal govern
mere, the republicans and democratic
member, of the municipal legislative
board, are holding secret caucuses
and fixing up their elates, showing
what lettelidates will be supported
during contests. Last evening at the
office of Mayor Yeiser, in the city
hhit, a caucus was held by the demo-
cratic members of the upper and .low
cr legislative boards, the curtains be-
ing closely drawn and ,doors locked
by- those present, they remaining
closeted until about 9 o'clock. When
the confab was ever the parties in
attendance "-lipped out in pairs
throvieh the board of public works
office to the rear of the mayor's, and
then out the Fourth street door of
the city hall. Parties there on, being
asked the cause of the gathering all
denied infieg been' there. Those in
the cacao were the mayor, Alder-
men Dovis, Durrett, Grief, Souncil-
man Rehlcopf and a number of oth-
ers.
The boards are equally divided,
there being six republicans and a like
number of demiocrats io the council-
manic body, and four or each politi-
cal preierenoe in the aldermanic
board. This makes a deadlock when
it/comes to stelecting officers, that is
if everyone on each respective side
eticics to nny one candidate.
The democrats are now framing
up their list of candidates and wiii
probably run those officials now in
office to succeed thenteebree for the
elective places.
The republican candidates who
have announced for office show that
Henry Nums, George Lehnard, John
Clark, the cigermaker, and Wade
Brown, the steamboat engineer, want
to be marketonster. Those appiying
for city weigher are Mr. Herzog, of
Mechanicsburg, Mr. R. H. Mc-
Goire, who iivew in Fountain park
addition„ and was before moving
bete postmaster et SmiebTand, and
several other*.
'Me field is looming up full of
candidate, and many names will be
before the boart17 When the joint sea
sion is 'held for the purpose of elect-
ing eiorneone.
The election will be held some-
time next month, but the exact date
has not yet been decided on.
The republican, members of • both
boards are holding secret cessions
among themselves every ft-w nights
end they, like the others, win about




THEM FROM, H. A.
ROSE ESTATE.
Librarians Are Sill Cataloguittg
Books Received from Clurg's
Supply House.
Yesterday morning President E. W.
Bagby, of the Claeuegie library, made
a neon. exeelbent purchase of fine
books for the institution, getting them
from Ø. estate of the date H. A.
Rose. o/here are about forty VOkinles
in the Idt, and they are all standard
works.
Mk-. Rose bought the books shortly
xiore his death as some of them
have not even Ihed the leaves torn
apart. Felix G. Rudolph is adminis-
trator of the estate:, and in wind-
ing up the business disposed of the
hooks to Mr. Bagby, who wanted
them for the inetitutiom at Ninth and
Bonding: They were bought for
boe, while the real valise of theirs
is about Steck Sortie of the books are
trrontotoco bound and finely covered
The filbreirian and assistant librar-
ian, Mingles Marne Beynhant and
Rotrye Corbett, ate vein at work cata-
loguing the new books they received
from MoCiorlet supply house twine
their spare moment, only to getting
weeks ago. The Wire are devoting
the books in shape for the ettelves,
end it witl he a week or two before
the taiiotrataala is octinpieted.
1.711tert the mond, half of be city
taxes, are collected between now and
the end of the year the library gets
stiffle more money, but se debta have
been fiesittrooted aketoly for the
amount dime, receipt of title cash from
the public treaeury wiN not Wive any
surplus for the institution.
Motion Overruled for New Trial in
'lleit of Farmer's Bank vs. M.
Bloom and C. 0. Brown.
Men Now Spreading Concrete Which
Slips Down Into' Cracks Be-
caaco Oaa.eg
There was dismissed absolutely the
suit of Lucy Robiou against George
C. Wallace. The plaintiff and de-
fen,doot own property side by side
on North Ninth between Mkeiroe and
Miadilon streets, and plaintiff claimed
the defendant ivrongfolly enclosed
and duinas as his private property
the alley dividing their property, and
which passageway she contended was
hers.
Mete was heard Yesterday %%it'll'
Hoe. „lohn K. Hendrick as special
Lodge,: the suit of the. Deposit bank
of ihille, Ky., against Brack
Ow f this city, the litigation being
for very of some property. Mir.
was administrator of the es-
ti*, the late Mrs. Mary A. Long,f It ville, she being grandaunt
of Mrs. William E. Cochran of thia
city.. The plaintiffs in this suit claim
thatiflaft. Owen got the bank to sell
to'Paducah property to .hoe L.
Fri at a very low price, and
that weeks, thereafter Friedman
the property to Owen who
same for its real value, or
five times t.I1Oct than Mr. Owen
kit' the Long estate to Mr.
n. The heirs now sue to re-
d* property. Judge Reed
riot try the proceedings on ac-
cotust„of being lawyer drior one of the
intrinited parties.
The plaintiff's inotien for a new
trial was overruled in the suit of The
Feeveis. bank against Mi. Bloom and
Clots 
A, 
O'Brien, for money claimed
doe plaintiff for defendants who untie
a borauw.
In On divorce suit of W.. If. Paul.
the dirinurrer of defendent to Piain-
tiff's petition*, was moraine&
IA 'balmier* for sale of
was riven in the snit of Geb
against S. F. Temple.
at the lawyer foe j. •E‘. if000, _____ - c woe-1-
there wits transferred' from 
bead Batter's court to the circuit CAMICASII POUND PfkAlt 80-
coat the wait of Morgan vs. 'Herat, WELL'S MILL IN MEC KAN- '
end elinsoidieted with the proceeding
of Heeds va. Robinson.
4 **agent 4or sale of property
sots leen in the mite of She/rite
Rtesefflottffiett comorny ;win st Shoo-
will, *elf Ed Farle' against Stem-
The, plaintiff offered to file an
ernetalaill Petition in the suit of Allis
Megred against -Harry Augustus,
which is for settlement of a el:intro-
verey over some property left by the
late clipeain W. & Augustus, father
of both plaintiff and defendant.
A ilopy of the by-Laws of the de-
fernbiat conniany was filed in the suit
of Miry E. Allison,, eitecntrix of
H. C. Allieote against the Fidelity
Mutual Life Insurance company,
whervia plaintiff sues for the amount
of a tile insurance policy the deceased








'Yesterday Forman Lambert, of the
cootracting firm putting down the
storm water sewerage underneath
Kentucky avenue from First to
Fourth streets, commenced flushing
the uradierground mains to see tleat
they propeely worked. The owners
run front, Fourth to the river on both
sides of the avenue, and are con-
suruc ted for the purpose of carrying
off the rainwater flooding 'the street
to antains underneath the earth, so
the surface water could , rush down
into same and Row to the 'river. The
sewers were completed recently and
yesterday hose filen the fire depart-
ment was attached to the water plug
at Fourth and the avenue, and the
end of the hose put down into the
sewer. The water was then turned on
and pipes filed, but the Row was
coed-led away alright and this shows
the main are properly laiu, with the
right slopping grade that gives a drop
sufficient to prevent the water from
remaining standing in the pipes.
Concrete On Brick.
Yesterday the laborers of Contrac-
tor bridges commenced spreading
thin concrete on top the paved, tercet
that has been laid on the avenue from
First to Third. This concrete slips
down into the ons between the
brick and fills them up, thereby solidi-
fying the improvement as much as
possitde, and leaving no surplus room
for the brick to wriggle back an forth
in being passed over. Concrete. was
used between the brick. on Third
Weer 11180, but on the Broadway
paved street out to Fifth, said was




DANGEROUS MEN IN PEN AT
JEFFERSON CITY, MO.
Make Bold Efforts to Escape, Using
Nitroglycerine and Killing Two
Men.
Jefferson City. Mo, Nov. 24. —Cap-
tain Allison, in charge of the com-
mis/ail &pertinent of the Missouri
penitentiory, and John Clay. a guard,
are dead, and Deputy Warden
seriously wounded as the eesult of a
mutiny of four convicts at the state
prison at 3 otalock the aftetitorm.
The men Mew up the big wagon
gate to the prison with nitroglycer-
ine and held the driver of a passing
wagon at the point of a revolver,
drove into the town sad through the
streets, SiSIOtinli,is they, went. The
men were wellarajpplied with asentrai
lion sal US dir *um at bay frit an
bout befete being recaptured. Noth-
ing ear occurred here Which was so
to:1th* for ort brief a time. Harry
Vatgiba, of St. Louis, who is doing
time for tairty-five years for murder,
was the larder of the mutiny. The
men took sokvantage of the absence
of Warden 'Hell to make the break
for 'liberty. There is no explanation
of Whiy they came into the city on
securing their freedom instead of got.
ing to the wood..
Reginald Vanderbilt is said Us he




This Makes the Third Animal Which
Has Been Blain and Skinned in
Past Few Weeks.
It seems that a gang of thieves
have gone into a wholente depreda-
tion of stealing cows from people
around here: Ming die animals and
then sheeting the carcass for the
hide, which is a scrosed of, aa a re -
to this effect has been received
from severed sources during the past
week or two. The latest victim of
this peculiar manner of theft is )Sr.
A. N. Ross, of No. 2100 Yelper
avenue in Meclanicsburg.
A day or two ago due fine cow of
this gentleman "MIS missed and 'he
condo not find her any phoe, after
searching thigh and tow. Yesterday
morning, however, the carcass of the
brute lies found hying near Sovvell's
wilifeti is in the extreme end of
Mleebaakaburg. An examination
showed dint some one 'had killed the
animal and then taken off her hide,
which was probably disposed of.
This peculiar species of theft
seems to have started several weeks
ago 'When obeneone found the skinned
carcass of a dead cow in the woods
roar dx fair grounds', behind the
home of Dr. S. B. Caldwell, Sr, of
West Broadway near Arcadia. The
hide bad been taken off and remains
abandoned. It 'was never learned tO
whom the bovine belonged.
A few days after that reports came
Rowlandlown /section of the
city that a "Mellor find lad been
made, the animal being skin in the
woods and skirr taken off. Now comes
the death of fill-. Roo.' bovine, Which
indicates that the same parties hill
ing the other coves tilde way with
this animal alba
The police have been trying to
seentatin the identity of the toroth's




Fifty of pentican Dollars.
Sian Fr , Nov. se—Nearly
$2,00o,o00 in rateney will tte taken out
for the Orient be, the Pacific Mail
Liner China, traillog on Saturday
next. Three-ifourthe A this. tonsielL
ing of fifty boo. of Wcalcan della
and valued at Seectoocio, is, already
alsoserrt the .0hina and under a strong
guard. Such a big shipment of coin
has net been eent in a liner for many
altontlis. Most of this siever is con,
starneol to Shanghai. The China is
alb° to take a fell cargo of freight and
Pliny passengers
ALDRICH CHOSEN




Tillman and McLaurin Are Neutrat




tem  a 
:
Watilington, Nov. • zeta-Senator
Aldrich, the tactical leader of the re-
publicans in the upper house of con-
gress, has assumed charge of the
fight against actual railroad rates re-
form.. His cunning and shrewdness
will ,be exercised to unite the repub-
licans oit some mild measure that
will prove a sop to the public. Every
inch of ground will be contested ,by
Mr. AldriCh, and net a point will be
conceded not abolutely necessary to
preserve party harmony and domina-
tion.
The rate fight began this afternoon,
when the members of the senate in-
terstate commierce committee met
and began considering the volumes
of beetimony taken during the con-
gressional recess The program in-
cludes daily sessions until a oonelto
sion is reached and some bill ordered
presented to the actuate with a-favor-
:Mt report.
One of the strongest 'achninistra-
tion suppoetere veiny figured out the
standing of the committee ae follows:
Against the president's recom-
mendations—Elkins, Aldrich, Kean,
Foraker and Foster of Louisiana—
four .republican's sold one democrat.
For the president'a recommench-




It is explained that Tillman dis-
likes the president so triocb .ttaat he
eatmototering illuieff to supiort too.,
•:42:1:ersurelt . Millard la-1r
-far -rtogeetion, Tf Li
figures the railroads can be
of more assistance he him than the
top*. No reason is assigned for
Mr htela'atrein's attitude, except that
he dislikes the president Mk. Foster,
of Louisiana, is mid to be interested
in railroad., sad he sides, with those










A delotatton or styriners of this
city is preparing to go to Louisville
next Thursday morning, and attend
the big initiations to be conducted
there in the afternoon at the Scottish
Rite Temple, at which time a class of
*out ninety candidates will have the
t
degrees, conferred on them. 
,
Those of this city who are con-
templating going up, and are old
monitor% are Dr. C. E. Wbitesides
and Messrs George Driven?, Harry
R. Hanle, Fred Redo Engineer King,
Dr. Adrian }foyer, and others, while
the candidates going up from jaere
are Engineer Thomas Murphy, of the
I. C., Dr, James Sketle the druggist,
Trignasister L. E. McCabe of the
L, sod one or two others. In
the b¼dlase that goes through there
will be ipctuded Governor Beckham,
who wants to take the degrees.
The Satinet, is such an exalted
order that only one lodge is main-
in this sato it being at Louis-
ville, and about Mice every year a
big thew of seventy-five or too (well-
la pet through. The gthheriaga
ale shears attended by hundreds of
affiliates foon ever Kentucky, and the
degree work followed with as elegant
reception.
Big mow Had.
Tile Red Men at their ballot North
Fourth street last evening lord a big
urr at the badger 
fight, which
tiehed cortaiderable antusetrient for
everybody eel kept things delightful-
ly enlivening, for an hour or two. (If
Worse, Franie Bennett's vicious bull-
dog won the contest.
The clubroom committee of this
order is making huge areangements
for the big ball to be given Menke-
giving Ere, or next Wednesday night,









Oseer Kahn Qualified as Guerillas
of Harry Singleton-Judge Bask
From State Capitol.
Auditor's Agent J. F. Hawn yes-
terday in Ow county court filed suit
agatnet the Old Terrell distillery for
back taxes claimed due the Oiate on
3ealo0 barrels of whisky handled by
the Paducah distilling firm. The
plaintiff is agent for the auditor and
coateride that for six years past the
diellilery has hanaled 5.000 barrels of
liquor each year without paying tax-
es to the commonwealrh on same
Guardian Qealified. •
Oscar Kahn qua tor befoire the
count) Pr as guardian for Harry
einieleten.
Land Sold.
I •J.The lying in the county has been
soia by Q. L. Shelton to A. M. San
(lesson for $75, and the ;iced filed for
record yesterday with 
thd.
1 • R. and Edward Covington have
bootee of W. D. Melton for $400,




The clerk issued a marriage fleetest
to Harvey Rice, aged 3r. and Annie
Seam, aged 30, colored people of the
cies"
Judge Back.
Judge 12' ti Lightfoot returned
eanterclay morning from °Frankfort,
Kao where he at been on legal
business connected with lawsuits in
ties court of appeals.
WANTS MONEY
LAST WANTS BRIDGES TO SET-
TLE FOR BRICK USED
ON STREETS.
Bribes Wants to Settle, but wnt
Know Where He Stands Be-
fore Doing S.
lierfetzt Lane, die brick man of
Evansville, who furrsiebed the brick
fOs the re-contertiction nut Thit
attlarl from Kontocky avenue so
'Broad and tinter Broad over to
Fderth, returned yesterday to his
home after spending several dais
hese tryireg to get a settlement out
of Contractor Thomas 'Badges for
the brick furnished the lattet who aid
theo Third street work. Mr. alridges
reamed to settle until the mnmoipta
legiekttive authoritiee of *is city de-,
ciao war :Cher or not the c• mtractor
will Cave to forfeit the $10 each clay
pa every day Phe Third street work
wee not completed by the time yeti-,
Fred. Mr. liridoes does not waist tat!
"hold the bag" by himself, but have
recaaree on Mr. Lent.
\Vhen Mr &ridges got the contract
drIent rip in writing between Waned
and the city authorities, that he should
gree the work done first of this month,
tea forfeit $tp for every day he went
tn.* taat'time without completing the
reesonstrirction improvement. After
Mk. Bridges was given the contract
Om city authorities then awarded 0.
Ma, Lant the contract ter supp'ying
IAN brick fee the work, with the ma
deretanding that he keep the material
caning in comer/invents of frequency
salicient to not alma a stop in oper-
ations. Lint ban not been doing this,
ninety weelus time being too necanee
he did not forward the brick prompt-
ly, then-fore the men had; tie stop an
amount of no materiat tx-ing on band
to toneirrue them at their labors with-
eu. interruption. Now the last of the
Nick have come, however, and the
walla will be done sornenne newt
walk. Mr. Lan can here several
dare ago to get a settlement for the
bra* took), but Mi. Beingee -ail-.
to wait to see if the city autlieriti •
make lam pay the Sto per uay ft.:-
tenure because lw coml.& not get the
improvement done within the tine
specified by the contract. If the city
doe. this Mt. Bridges has to pay the
city, because it was Lent's delay In
shipping the brick at he'd, the con-
tractor hada ,
Prosoects for write a lively tane be-
. Otte 'are eentros -y is settled -.men
fora.
MANAGER JOYNES SAYS THEY
DID NOT VIOLATE THE
LAW. è
The Telephone People Say the Storm
Sewerage Laborers Left Alley
in Bad Shape.
It developed yesterday morning
that Stayor Veiser was in error when
he brought up Thunettey night be-
fore the aldermeli and Monday night
before the • seneilmen the claim that
the' East Tennessee Telephone com-
pany res tagging up the streets of
the city without first procuring from
the city erg-inter the necessary per-
mits neq-uirei gy prevalent ordinances
On learnieg that this charge had
been '<Aged against his company
aI ai-roger Joyeres yesterday went to
the mayor anid showed him permits
iesited during Jilly by tie city en-
gineer, ernpowering the telephoie
management to go ahead and put
down two 'dead men" on Nor*
Ninth between Jefferson and Harri-
son streets and also others at differ-
eget points around the city. The per-
mit was elated July loth, arid, at that
time Mr. Joynes' melt went ahead
and put one of the "dead men" down
but the other one was not /aid until
a week or ovei ago. When parties
saw this lather one going down dhey
surmised no permit was had because
the city engineer revived iratrortions
a few weeks ago from Mayor Yeiser
and the boar4 of worke Dot to issue
any permits to. this corporation un-
til further order,. 'alas instruction
was given the cky 'engineer because
it was found that the company had
been excavating and setting poles in
the city without permission from the
the municipal authorities.
It was understood that bee mayor
would get ont warrants against the
concern for the °dead men" now in
controversy, bat on Manager Joyees
yeartorday producing hie permits the
matter e0114ell to an ;erwl.
Manager Joynee stated that anoth-
o
er error the autherritiet bad made
was when they claimed he had left
in bad comatien die alley running
from beairel hs exchange building
out onto Kentucky evertor near
Fourth street opposite the city hall.
The boards contend the telephone
company ieft the *Hey in bad elope
when the underground conduits were
put down, but Mr. Jortee says this
is wrong, am/ that he pet the alley
back in Sne condition and it was torn
up and ieft in bad shape by the
storm water and sewerage people
who made an excavation so they
could place a manaok• up th- alley
tome feet tram the entrance.
THREE BIG BATTLESKTPS
-- -
Will Be Recommended by the Con-
struction Board of the Navy.
WasIlsingtore Nov. 23.-Three fast-
class battleships of at least 18,000
tons displacement and ciente'', knots
'peed; three scout crusiers of 5,000
tons displacement, one gunboat of
the Helena class and four oder gnn-
boats of light draught, two for use
in the l'Ibilippinte and two for serv-
ice on the rivers of China, with addi-
ticural torpetto boats and. torpedo
boat destroyers, are the princioel rec
onenendations of the board of the
navy ha its progress for new construe
tint to be authorized hi the next
emigre**, which is now under con-
sideration by tac board oil construe-
tien. At its meeting tomorrow the
latter board, of which the chiefs of
The bureaus of ordinanee, steam en-
gineetring, equipment and construc-
tion and repair are the members, will
complete its report upon the practk-
ability of the proposed types of ships
contained in the general board's pro-
gram, and the two reports will be
forwarded to the secretary for guid-
ance in their preparation of that por




TO pouez FORCE BY
MAYOR.
Commissioners Will Enforce Or-
dinances About Obstructing
Streets, No Lights, Etc.
The police commissioners have is-
sued rigid instructions to the patrol-
men regarding people obstructing aver
higthways with anytthing of every na-
ture. Warrants wilt be gotten out
against. everybody and vigorous prose-
cutions reelection tedi
The main instructions were re-
carding wagon standing out on the
street, boxes piled around on side-
walks and streets, heaps of building
material !eft out, etc. "Ordinanee-s
have been adopted emit the commis-
sioners are datermined they al la71 be
enforced.
They intend breaking up the prac-
tice many have gotten into of un-
latching their wagons and fraying
them standing om, in the street during
day or nightime, thereby obstrtnoing
the thonoughfare to that extent. They
will also compei the contractors not
to leave their material scattered
around unnecessarily obstructive,
white another ling to be looked after
is the absence of danger lights on
piles of stud sound town. People
leave duct piles and etcher accumula-
tions and do not pot any signal light
out, while in neeny instances holt-s
have been excavated in The street eat
lanterns not. put out to warn people
of the danger..
The comenissionres intend regolat-
ing things altogether regarding the
public highways which beloog to the
people, and no one individual or set
of men, -therefore the cernovissi••ners
intend doing every thing possible to
ldeep them oleared for public use.
The orders were issued yestrokty at
n0011 and they are cotte•elle,:. to
strictly abide by them, and act ac-





Charles Wheeler, Colored, Given
Continuance on the Grand Larceny
Charge-Other Cases.
In the place court yesterday morn-
Iing fines of $25 and costs WaTC as-erased by Judge Sanders against thefoilenving 'bawdy home keepers Ida
East-wood, Fannie Wilson, Sue Eg-
gdeston„ Lucie Agnew, Heteit West-
lake, Frandrie Dixon, Mottle Nsif,
Ma Howe, Mollie GrJonts, Annie
Cox and Nebie Peeve.
Rule Bronson, Joint Kelly, Eliza
Coatis, and Joan Farrell were fine $1
MA Costs each on the charge of get-
ting drunk.
There vots cominued the grand ;w-
eeny charge against Charlie's Wheeler,
the negro ronetaboot of the Dick
Fowler, wtho is charged with being
implicated in the theft of $68 and
some silverware from Ake leernan's
borne aot. Fourth and Washitioten
streets.
Ernest &erten vats fined $5 mod
costs for getting chunk, and then
trying to kick in the door at the
Tennesse House to Sorsa Soconel
street near Kentucka avenue.
Will Towle, rokared, was tined $to
for 1 breach of the peace.
Arthur Aday, Cirarles !tuck amid
Ton Reit were given contirntancee nit
tit todny kw a breach of the pence
charge.
Marquit Ito H-ort.
1-011110,11. Nov. 23.-A i atct ft-urn
Tokio says:
"A messiage received this morning
anin .'e-"l. states that Mbequis Ito
r as ‘•lid ,hery initirerl by a stone
thrown by one ot a party of disorder-
ly Koreans Wednesdny night."
Is Crushed Between Cars. _.
'liaiplcirtsviae, Ky-.,- -Nov. -23.-Ed
Telmer, aged twenty-five years, was
kiaed in the L. & N. yards here this
morning by being caught between
two freight cars. -armor was flag.
man on the train. al !: 44s re-e-ona for
_
Tiring in ,bchercii t11.• cars is not
ACCUSED OF FRAUDS. loweern. A negro w,ai. n was the
N• w NO trk, :Ore. 23.-Jerepth 3. 1.11 1 If to digit:Mel' till; at la bring 
from
Call!. f.-emerly a mcnibegt of the as-Ithe dreveheansoweich tool caught him
sen ley from a Broolelyn diseriet, was a ;t aoheac Pre svnait. He heel rola-'
cl.areirre ;yawl '1: rcgietration fc,r tie died within n few mailers after 1,e•ing'





Four Hundred Girls in Fire Which
Destroyed School.
0.1111114........awormaIII/IIIIIIIIII.e.mat




Baby's Awful Suffering from Eczema
- Could Not Hold Her Tore




"When my little girl was six months
old, she had eczema. We had used
eeld creams and all kiwis of remediee,
but nothing did her any good; in fact,
she kept getting worse. I used to
wrap her hinds up, and when I would
dress her, I had to put her on the table,
for I could not hold her. She would
kick and scream, and when she could,
she would tear her face and arms
almost to pieces. 1 used four boxes of
Cutictua Ointment, two cakes of Cuti-
cum Soap, and gave her the Cnticuri,
Resolvent, and she was cared, and I
see no traces of the humour left. I ca
truthfully say that they have saved
her life, and I should redraw any out
suffering as she did, to give Cube-ire
a fair trial. Mrs. G. A. Conrad, Lis-
bon, M. M., Feb. 7, Asa."
FIVE YEARS LATER
Mrs. Conrad Writes
"It is with pleasure that I can in-
form you that the cure has been per-
manent. It is now six years since she
was cured, and there has been no re-
turn of the disease since. I have ad-
vised • lot of friends to nse Cutiettra
in all diseases of the skis."
instant relief and refreshing sleep
for skin-tortured babies, and rest for
tired, fretted mothers, in warm baths
with Cuticura Soap anti gentle ai.oipt-
ings with CuticuraOintruest, thegrest
akin care. Tills is the pamistoweelest,
most speedy, permanent, sad ne00002-.
ical treatment for torturing, dgnr-
ing. Whist, burning, scaly, wastrel
aad pimply skia and scalp hvandurs.
ON 110,:d. Code-nib rwessai, sse.







VAN Mr & tAION CO.
Saturday Matinee-East Lyon.
Night, Deadwood Dick.
Special vaudeville feature, between
every act.
Prices-to, so and aoc.
THE KENTUr KY
TY1 ItintON ssli.




O,ported by a Seerlinn Cast of
Meiropol:tas Far time.
Gorgeous Cosonnee. Elaborate
Sarnia Inver> me is-People
--45
Price.: an 35 ss, 75c and $i.00.
qci If your, plumbing. is At
of date, the menibe.s
househoid tie constantly r151:
a health. Defective
Ein-beari
ng sewer gates vralch pea. "-
atenaphere and cannot help but be
breathed by the otoopasto e
Let us examine the condition or your
plumbing, correct defective piping and.
install the hest sanitary fixtures made,
namely litaallsor Beth. sad Illhesepiece Lavatories. Our illuotrated
booklet " Nlodern Home Plasaiiimg" sent free upon applicsition.





140 you want r first class Job by an
expert ;4oriiiiitiNe 11 you do ;,take
ft to
301m 3. Nab, 3eweler.




Steam and Hot Water Ileatinqa




THE GLOBE BANK & TRUST Ca-
Of Padumh, Kentucky.
Ceirottal an ud eltisrPrm $151590IDcP
RD P. NOBLE, PIM& G. W. ROBleRTION. V. PRI&
N. W. VA M addldil CASHIER.
Traaaarts all regidst baniallirealbaus.. Solicits your deposits. Pays 4
per cent Or attrition on GM* ssolltallis el Illerwies.. Safety boar. in ere
proof *mid for sent at la te pm year se tie sure. Tina carry your owe
key and as out but Misd! inia ascess4.
- '"'n1:11111.11111111111R-4.44--,--.-
Far Vaults,IlfrastanasntS Dentad Cemetery Work Use
GREEN RIVER STONE
THE BEST SitalWit OA Wag MARI= Ida 7ditniareental and
Building gurposes, as it BLIrAC HESS ValfITE UPON EXPOS-
URE AHD TisiSN 1121PAIMI "PI WILITINESS; does not
 be-
come dart and discolored.
LET KZ T12111111971 mcisiz ABOUT rr
John S. MMus Wilk Granite I Static Worts
vi  SOLE AGItliT, Hass IMP BLE ST, PADUCA. KY
New Century Hotel
.3_4.ts on ask :arta:any g a. in.
THE KEN-TUCKIc.:
rintEr.,




ale I C. Whitney presents the
3,,etkling Musical Surprise
Title is le • •
IFIcole and lyrics by oeugli and P. D. Fitzpatrick, 
Adams. Music by 1.-eph How. 
 Supt •
serf. e.taged ay Gus aotilke.
I r Fte- te ell Wore Pretitively
 27 - - - - - -
DAWSON ~GS. KY.
This line modem Iistai Is wow oven wrier a new
Masageinedit5 for gasillielbillho
FAMOUS KENTUCKY WATERING PLACE






General ( ;4-age Business.
Superior PaLilities for
tiamtling,Preight -04nery




lac' • 'action, and load in Steno() bail
for te'al. pleolcd not y
wittn .ir-a4oitc! cr,•*-: today. rail
we ft e• a • '
_ .
lnveet Rapirl-rai a Guts.
allaratl, Knit. 2,3.- lIhe olinietee of
Wet 'any preseno in he Coats AD
litnw.,,,•,PA'rin of $4,2no,coon feta the
IltIrcloate noo rata Sr;
of the (artirest pattern. The minister
of the lir tearer presented a bill : es .-
12614; e-rnioStion, Ti;.! rrtrastire is
• ro , to a VerrAessie exodtts
-stt .clort distritle4
1-1if leased. .
Lowetic, Mass., Nov. 23 -All
but one of 400 girls attending the
parochial school of St. Anne's parish,
whew live" were endangered by fire
in the building yesterday. escaped
wittiont injury, although twenty-five
of them were caught in net/ by fire
men as they were dropped from a
third-story window by a teacher.
Rena Dremin, twelve years of lee,
was taken r to loopital 'suffering
from the effects of fright atilt inhal-
ant snroke, but it a thouglIrt tint she
will recover. Ar. the pup*" except
those oe'the third floor, escaped
'by meat", of the net, marched out of
tlye,tanatilallg good fader when the
alarm- we,. •aarit Taw rae was retool•
by an 1" - 1«.1 (nr-iace.
Headed by
big Loos By Fire. .IOHN W Ife
ANSOME.
T tune o a' Verne '
01
'Evidences of Plot Against aeleen165 TAL.W..aae-D 
AitTISTS - 63
Government Ineerearroaed.
eetereay caused ;se, •e.e. to li.• •••
a fat Taalger Furni• .- -e•iroey
neloptaing to$75,0no. anslo injureol
'441 VC', -One,. I -"die .3 on W.: ,t• -
ing4(41 Cet. c4ccrfoird by tlre c(1"ii- 1
-any, t• rat. • -tent of $io,nore
Co' .1 it Oar-1nel bateele, whlati I
eapied an al leaning buikling, was.
hal)agod by •Itsfer• Dittil/lr the 1"-‘)g- I
!stirs 44, like fire tei Cie
liatinetst *of • .S6 f ' .torefl 4
• • )
end - cempeny of iirareeselrenn 
fav-
orites, assayed by the u Wiley
remota Beirut, absolutely
the prettiest, brighter?. 4r"a 
dancing snit acting clonos ever a. 
eleace pbone 369.
FIi 114i1URANCE
A ..;• .t . . ; 4-1
Campbell Block.
• Resvidence Phone 726
..!..ir•P_Vatyglara2WIRI&VININaler-l=
Night 25c 35r C.(' 751 $1 and
Prices: Matinee, 30a. 75c and Salia. S Se r I be For tie
r- Or- T7T,r k.) 
Se"44 ednesday at 9 Tr
wei,• by
t(s:f1V on a 1111,1t.•3^ .14-ar
San ..Tir• a rle atiertiten. 'Morino. of
Pinar del Pin, in-which fifty anti-
:tnvernrwerit pltittert were needing.
A dbarn of the latter werliaratennek
Co/. Jtrittin t citi-
zen of Pi trat mlvi Rio, present
is MIMI* has 4eçt a CiOri-
nccrirsn will the Moen!
Vtrc • k tr•
ganized.
Two ears of magnificent 544
g,
name anti effeellt 11% aI, , re • • •
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Ten Cent Matinee Today.
"East' Lynne," the old dramatic
favourite, will be presented at the Pa-
-discah theater today. "East Lynne"
.is truly a wonderful drama full o
f
comedy and tragedy. Everybody it
caware that there exists in our lives
a dual personality, the goeid and 
evil,
each evisr struggling for supremacy,
and this play today Detaches a moral
that would be well for us all to study
and profit dbereby. The matinee per
ioentance afford., lat'...es and
an opportunity to see a good play
for to cents equal to those given at
night. "Deadwood Dick" anti be the
bill cloying the week's engagement
tonight.
The plays presented by the Vaa
Dyke & Eaton company this' week
were all neat and clean, absolutely
devoid of vulgarity and worthy of
the most fastidious.
GRAFT IN STARVING INSANZ.1 711,000 Simple Lives
.
I Those who desire to live the simple
•Superiatendent of Ohio Asylum is lik should go to Iceland. Every
Acetified of Profiting from Yoe& Iltemse there is a 
factory, and for the
71koos population thre oneis but 
Cleveland„ Nov. 24.--Starring the p,,,s
tecinnn. The country is innocent
patients at the state bospitat for the lof a gaol, or even a poiice 
court, in
insane aw a means of gra, ft livsffiee accepted meaning of the 
worst,
dliarged against Dr. A. El Ilowaryr. and *cold anyone break, the law the
the superintendent, at an excite**
 •nant,„ would be *tailed in De,nnssec
meeting of the board efl trustees.
Dining the controverey over elm toad
ter the Rev. T. Mired Fleming, ad
Newburg, who preferred the charges,
was called a liar by Truates Ft.a.
'dye., of Youngstown. Dr. James
F. Kelly, aealistanit supgrieffe nacelle
joined in chargieg that the petiesta
were furnished food of poor qu
ality
and insufficient qtrgistity, that IS
theis clothing allowance was appra.
Priated by the adminittratirm, gime
the milk was wetted to Intake it go
hardier asd that the fish ftwnidnill
often was decayed.
1•111•1MNIMMON,
lielb ORA lad Sawiet,
BUSY LITTLE RIKKIIIPLIC. •
The Repufehe of Switzerland is a
Sissy and slinky hubs natio'''. The
Swiss Republie has an area oi 55076
square wiles ortly, and 5415,443 peo-
ple, but ile foreign trade is enormous.
Is 1199 it iartpnyted goods to the valise
of $tiy,000,mao when its exports
amearrited Sicooco.coo. Is Igoe
the reePrwr" were 
18411.410s000 and the
exports lemsoo,oso. The large bal.-
once of trade agaiase tie energetic
little republic is, however, more than
trade isp kw by the vast amounts ex-
pended in Switzerland by tourists, by
inoranda dwelling there die year
round, and by euretensre in 
Swiss
ochools.
Smitzerlend hum reached the stage
whim it can well afford to send thou-
sands of surplus population to Ameri-
ca. The Boris' make fine 
slur's.Preget, latxxious and resourceful, as
well as itnethgest, the Swiss immi-
grant is a valuable accession to
American citizenship
WIVE TIED BEFORE IN
linsimmik Deranged, Flees After Her
Pad laitery.
Sears Rs. bloc. 2s—ciNtilie tem-
perarily dleataged lards Nehess, od
Maas Wapeskr. ••slimed to dove tied
Ina wife, A. te Vas 9., & 
W.
issaroacil area)" esdase Age was fads&
injossil tap a Webs. Caere la mein
a* lama
fhb Mem Tiede wird jury leas in-
illeMil a esan wee eassengted as a




/lie fact that there is only one police
cloostaibie is Iceland reminds one of
swatter entail ialandi—Sark—which,
despite its small population, bav two
representatives of the law. Not bong
ago one got into disgrace, and it fell
to the duty of the other to put 
him
under rock and key. There is no gaol
ow the island so there was borne
difficulty to pvercome.
librentawiliP It wen decided to con-
vent the Meal school roots into a
cell, much to the delight
oefairrYyotioger clement, who 
were
given half • Jay's holiday, so that the
scheme could be carried out —New
York World. .
COAL MEM COMBINE.
fifituminons Operators from Ten
8Ceees Unite to Deal with Workers.
1Cfnourci, It, Nov. 34.—A 
national
*sox iatimi of bittarinous coal o
pera-
tors. wench will seek to force tabor
union, to comply with their egvee-
resents and combat unreaso
nable
striker and unjost deassrects by mine
wiekers, was founded yesterday at a
megiog of eight -two operators frost
ten states. While no 
representatives
were preseat from West Virginia,
Peerneyivania and Kentucky, it is ex-
getieil She new association hill 
wield
a powerful itifluence in future 
aJ-
ir the United lane Wly
rkers
of Americo.
lkt a conference between the opt
-m-
eant and mine workers at Indiana-
polis neat January, when a de
mand
for a retire to the obd *cafe 
for
mine workers in sOhio, Western
Peimsylvania, Indiana and Illinois,
width was reduced 5.55 per 
cent
some time ago, will be made, the 
mew
national Issociation will be a streng
I actor.
The investigation of the New
Vault election is net being dove 
in
asp haf-way manner A number of
eovalled emit heelers and their al-
lies are beim; indicted and pieced on•
des heavy bonds or is jolt. There
U muck consternation arnoag the
Blot Alice Roosevelt is reported
at Ise residence of C,onuaander
Cum* where she is visiting, in Farm
itseeint, ream
Father—I Vary much afraid our
daughter w ope with that youns
rascal.
• Moth o danger. I reminded her
last e -fling that girls who eloped gel
no wedding presents, and I feel sure
that my words sunk deep into her
heart —N. Y. Weekly.
Bobby's Idea of It.
"Ma," exclaimed Bobby, "do you like
anyone to htte peer
"No, dear; wIty?'•
"Well, Mr. Buttin just bit sister an
the mouth, and she put her arms
!Ireland his neck load tried to choke
him. I guess she doesn't like
oi1t4er "—Puck.
One eVay.
Knox—My we and I went to see the
Slowes last night, and enjoyed our-
selves Inntmensely.
Cox—Why, they usually fall dismally
at entertaining people.
"Exactly—We enjoyed ourselves talk-
I-17 :remit thcrn on the way home."—
Oassell's.
That's the Answer.
"What makes Peck look so wor-
ried"
"He's been contesting his wife's
will."





The Newspaper Man—Wouldn't take
that fellow over there for a carpenter,
would you?
Contractor—No; he doesn't look as
If he ever did a day's work in his life.
What's Ms specialty?
The Newspaper Man—Air castles.—
Judge.
A Hope.
They any mosquitoes carry germs.
Se 1et4 take cheer, my- brother.
And hope that on unfriendly terms.










"So sorry I'm late. I hope you haven't
been too bored!"
"Oh, ne, thanks. I've been toadMig
the cat till you could some."
Good Riddanee.
No more the hired girl deaMore
To keep the kitchen seat.
The nasty ice man Dew has gone
Who never wiped kis feet
—Puck
Secret of Raceme.
"To what do you attribute pour plot
nomenal success?" asked the medical
student.
"To my ability in mastering the art
of concealing my ignorance." answered




Green—I understaad you said I was
an ignorant upstart Is It true?
Brown—No: I merely said that you
knew the least on the most subjects of
asy man of my atgeairttanee --Chica-
go NeN/S.
•04111liekSe Seesawing.
"Men a eonventioaal sort of ?Clew."
"Naturally."
"Why ser
"He attends ad Ake eseveatiesus."—
Clewelastl Pie
NEW HARDWARE HOUSE
illsginote gist *potted:an lip-to-date and well etoc.ked hardwa
re de-
graellanstliiior txtri emtablishanant, and are carrying a mammoth
disok us'.... ,..d smose of the finest in the state. It tnebielea
flosses, atipapktrairs, Outtaary, TinWare, WoodonvItra,, Ora*.
ilimpaam Ciarpetater andarick.mason Tooke. Wire Nails. Ihitidaret
alsevessik sad xi faotiaLtas of goods equal to that oarried by Vie
toedlog Isomes St tio .try.
114/Me import ta Image vial/titles, and oaka baais with timid-
itilloose., s ao• tillpositiset to alive fie best lbw siso rani //Amoy.
F - lour bodes' salliat sat teeing oar varied stook.
F. Reltopt Sdiery Co m,
ream* unh:317.
"Dear Friend Wlfee It is now two
.dayeeince you left to Malt your mother,
end the house is terribly upset. I don't
want to hurry your return, but it will be
a reat relief to ma when you corns
back..
"1 lost my collar luittorl thia morning.
and 1 labia you teraibly. Youreyes 840
quicker than mine. I forgot to bring in
the milk this morning, before I lett
home, and as a result Wits sour. As a
husband I may be a success, but &abuse-
band and wife I am a total failure.
"Mrs. Jones called this morning and
borrowed our meat grinder; Browis
came over for our lawn mower; John-
son borrowed out washboiler. McDoct-
Ilea Mate in for our ice tongs. Gunll
wanted to know if we could lend him
enough eggs for breakfast, and. the M-
ile family around the corner sent over
for some blueing.
"What do you borrow to guileven with
these people? When I left this roornise
the place seemed deserted, the only
things in the kitchen being the cook
stove and the ice chest. I hurried away
for fear some one would want to borrow
them. I have epened a sat of books, and
shall give our neighbors due coedit
when they return the property.
"It may not be out of place for me to
add here that keeping house is not hard
If you have good neighbors; it is keep-
ing things in the house that requires in-
genuity.
'When you started away I made up my
mind to get my own meals and do the
housework. It was not a meows. I do
not know hew to get into an egg to fry
It, and I don't like them boiled. I tried
to cut bread as I have seen you do it,
but cut my finger lasteed. I cannot And
the cooper and sett, and you must have
hidden the earring knife somewhere.
"I looked everywhere for flas can
opener and finally used the hatchet. As
I can't lad these things, I suppose you
must have leaned them to ear kind
neighbors.
"ley evening was v,ereloneseme with-
out you. Lam night I had sone of the
boys up, and played peen/ ante milli
the alarm elock aanouneed the fact
that it was time to get up, whish we
didr—frern the table. I would have
served breakfast, but all I could Sad was
a patkage ef Eatein Oatem's breatfast
feed. They went dowatown for coffee
and rolls. It is seedless to state that
I did net profit by the great Aaaeriean
flume. Ths nearest I earne to winning
was when I filled a Heat. libreryhodY
dropped ant and I saved my ante, nitieh
OePt is. le the some a few asteetes
*neer. Sober resided, sati of yen, my
dear—something that eita't be heat.
"I hope you are eeloylig roe/self and
that the balking suit yeninadater your-
self Is treating a seas/sties.
"I did set ditchk was peastble to get
a whole bathing snit mit sr that pair of
red pajamas, hat you did It and baSsome
left over lior a seektie. 'Phe *sly fault I
lad with it is that it deeen't start soon
enough sad eats abruptly. Ploweves,
Si legs as yea stay In de water I sup-
pole it is l right. I would advise you
set to leave your clothes collie beach.
Th., might Le- stolen, hild If you had
to as lime in that ecietame some one4
might think that I was not able to buy
you enough to eat. After you get
through with that bathing suit, bring it
home. It will come in handy for a
pea viper.
'To-night I am going to a smoker. To-
morrow la Sunday. and I have invited
several of the boys up to take lunch
with me. I am going to serve them
salmon and beans—if I can find the car.
opener. I forgot to say that 'Willie' has
a bad sot& and I am rubbing his chest
with turpentine. The cold is still there,
but I have rubbed ail the skis off lis
chest. He thinks I am not treating him
jurt right, but. you knew he always did
object to ratelle4ae. If he la not better
soon I am going to snake him drink the
turpentine. We are petting along so
nicely that you may as well stay an-
other week. After trying your work
two hays I as convinced that you Need
a rest. I am glad I was not born a wife..
I am very, very lonesome without yen,
and ham hall aside my gray droesers unt.
tii you return riko buttons are gone.
If I less any buttons from the black
sues I don't know what I shall do.
"Your poor husband,
"Owen Moore."
"T. IL—Are you stoic? You forgot to




dereses Aerest et Owner d
pieleee Clieditiene--Lateer Ran
Whim Appreheeded.
HUNGRY DREAM OF FOOD.
itxplorers In the Antarctic Tell
Strange Stories it Their
Eirperierece.
"Food dreams," superinduced by mu
trenae hunger and the difficulties thai
attend the advent of Morpheus in the
Antarctic regions, are very intereettue
reading, and from the account of the
voyage of the Discovery to the Ant-
arctic is extracted the }following data:
"In the journey to the south, in
which we were absent three monies
from the ship," says dward A. Wil-
son, M. B., wrtting in the Britleb
Medical Journal, "our food allowance
was for some six weeks a bare pound
and a half to each man daily. On this
allowance hunger never left us and
sleep was muce dieturbed by ditap
pedaling food dreams—sirloins of beef
and steaming caldroue of cabbage and
potato, ball suppers, stuffed turkeys
and splendid hems, and waiters Sying
amend with plates full for everybody
else, but, Ll-..*_mt a- • •,'",!"
could not get attended to, and then
one awoke teed remained awake In
one's sleeping eive for hours from
sheer hunger and healthy appetite, to
wait for a hreckafst of boiled rice and
the erumbs of one and a half blacuite
fried in the fat of a thin slice of
bacon.
"Then roar hours' hauling en the
sledges and a cold lunch of dried chips
of seal meat, eight lamps of sugar and
a biseeit. Then three more hours ot
hauling on the' sledges or, worse still,
of driving on the dogs, and a final
camp for the night on a 'manikin of
soup made of petrunichn and pea meal,
with plenty of boiled tea water and a
fraction of a piece of chocolate. As
for sleep in the lower temperatures
of the spring sledge journeys, It is
hardly worth the name.
-The seamen used to wake In the
morning and swear they had been
awake all night, but me own experi-
ence Is the same as tat of others,
and it is this: One gets into the rein-
deer skin sleeping bag with no joy
at all, for after a few days' sledging
the accumulation of moisture from the
condensation of one's breath and from
the 'snowdrift anti from perspiration
in one's clothing has filled the rein.
deer hair with frost and rime and
made the leather hard and full ot
frozen wetness
"One crawls into this after freezine
one's fingers over changing socks ant,
boots of reindeer skin—an aboolutt
weceessity to prevent the freezing ot
eats feet. Having drawn the 1101
over one's head and buttoned all the
toggles, so that as little air as pos
rible can get in or out, one begin,
to shiver one's self warm, a business
which occupies from an hour to at
hour and a half or two hours; some
times it seems to occupy the whok
night. During the process the bag be
gins to thaw, as well os one's variout
garments.
"After this thaw has set in proper',
one begins to dream, and but To'
dreams the roost absurd under tho
sun one would not believe that ono
had slept at all Every hour or as
one wakes to shiver, and then &gals
the dreams begin, and this goes or
until at last there is light enough is
the tent to cook by, ana one know/
that purgatory is over."
Baltimore, Md.—Meses Young (eol-
erode alias Alexander T. Axes, who
files In heels le' "sornewlesse." Ian-
geishas at the pollee statutes awaking
a trearleg WI Mil Marge it havnie in
his pesseesien a tree-irked resettle, r
wesisie's "biagnie-taght." sat a pair
of silk lbeilli.
Polieeenas Statteb was asnaberina
*relict Oultioad alley. this Wesel
Terdeakein ef the sootheas diet/girt.
Ripest este e'ellvA ems stieraisg. when
yips! was seam Is ears isiestily re-
how" milk the aferemenftened sees-
tor, obe seem beeasse norveus s.ni
um. lobe priremee feflowed. Inviter'
letofras of Abe lair apPistisies. Is the
firm and was aliddly )rentakiagclite
Aciisp, Van' Mesa. Ade* a stiffing
dips ter 'hitter linierji wikeetbe, w,r
al 11.101 seas ,hialki mil ..lis I In
heaphiTsidp .011 
heari
refa , w 'the
equeiriehrse litieenli his.
• "i bej1iJt drik meaty Ilem or man.
• eirrit,'' sail Meese, la ex-'
plymaihra. "1 . %beta Imam di map's.
✓ani; bet I serellieclier 'es. lie yuji: a
.4pe--,tibrips was fest or woman . on
Yeast ' Salthnom swam, ,a p'. I Agri
.kaim her ;time, •urelyrr. I ratty neerob
weeld•oteal or 01411141011, 'mese I setieh.
THE CANADIAN BIRTH RATE
Trench Population Has the High-
est of Any Nation in the
World.
The birth statistics of Montreal
which have just Leen puldished
should delight the heart of President
Roosevelt. The mean birth rate too
the 17 years up to and including thi
year 1903 was 38.92 per 1.000 of thi
population. The French--Canadiai
tirth rate was 49.08 per 1,000; that a
the other Catholics, 24.87; that of tie
Frotestants 23.41.
In one section of the population a
least there is no race suicide. London
England, had in 1901 a ratio of 29.1
per 1,000; Glasgow, 31.7; New York
22.7; Paris. 21.4; Berlin. 26.7; St
Petersburg, 25.5; Sydricy, 25.8; Mad.
rid, 30.2. The French-Canadlitna is
Montreal lead the world in die matte)
of obeying the Biblical command tc
"Be fruitful and multiply, and replen
ish the earth."
The birth statistice of the rural dis-
tricts. both among the French of thc
Province of Quebec and the Acadiane
of New Brunswick and Nova Scotia
show an equally high percentage. 15
contrast, however, the English-speak
ing Canadians are •se better than the
much-abused inhabitants of the olde;
parts of the United States. To keep
Anglo-Saxon preponderance it is
eccessary to recruit our population
Iron Great Britain and the American
republic. Fortunately, although dif-
lering from the dominant race in lan-
guage. the French in Canada have be-
come so attached to British institu-
tions and a British form of govern-
ment that, as the St. John Globe said
the other day, they are loyal support
ass of the Canadian constitution and
British eonnection. It is well that this
is the cane, as in a very short time, un-
less all present indication; fall, the
Fzench will be in the majority of na-
tive-born Canadians.
• His Idea.
"What is yeer Idea of a tree pa-
"A true patriot," answered Senator
Sorghum, "Is a man whose country re.
wards his services with a statue in-
stead of a bank account."—Washing-
'eon Star.
Wild turkeys.
The turkey is'found in Its wild state
only in America. It wan brolight 'to
Europe towards the close of the seven-
ass.1,w. mfr. cerise Si gilt me eras!." 'Routh century. , _
VICTIMS IN TIMES OF PrCE
Said That Railways Kill and AIM
Nor* /den Than the Blood-
iest of Wars.
When the young men of thapeun-
try are called forth to war, they mazcr.
throuets the sireets with flags flying
and taads play tog inspiring ?wide.
The people nerved Uae streets and ,gkeet
teem with applause. When news eta
battle is received, the entire natioe
is sad at the. story of Urea destroye,
Those who thus die are honored fort
their heroism, and inenn..-,L; are
erected to their memory, while those
who return maimed are pensioned.
Not as, however, the army which gees
forth daily to do duty upon, our rail-
roads. One in every Et of I/km will
be permanently &settled, and one in
every nine of the injured will be killed,
says Pearaon's Maeexiiie. They pee.
away, unknown and oualionored, sate
as to their families and friends.
A more vivid nonien of the destruc-
t,' of rtiereees tray be had ty
eeneederiaa the tact that in the great
Crnsean conflict, which was one of the
bloodiest wars In history. the British
lost lees than half as many slain and
wounded as were killed end maimed _
on the iron reads in this country due
tag last year. In any twelvemonth
about 80,000 persons are killed or in-
jured on the railroada of the United
States—a much greater number than
fell at the battle of Sedan, which
sealed the fate of the secoad empire of
France. Wellington wen Waterloo.
and Meade Gettysburg, with losses of
3,186 and 23,003 respectively, and the
total losses on both sides at Shilob
in the two days' murderous fight clii
not reach 24,000.
More railroad employes ecre tallest
in the United States last year ehas
three times the number of union uses
slain at the battles of Lookout ,14oun
tam, Missionary Ridge and Orchard
Knob combined. The r••-re- er of in
jured among these worker' in Liu
transportation business was greater
than that of the wounded and missing
at Shiloh, Antietam and the First anc
Second Bull Run combined. More
faithful toilers on the iron roads of
this country went down in 'sudden
death during the twelvementh than
perished in the Battle of the Wilder-
ness.
Each year, one in every ten ,train-
men in the United States (tharterin
AicInding engineers, firemen, condor,-
tors and brakemen) is injured4line one
in every 138 killed_
and fifty 'men-are 'Wiled and
disabled In an average
WhIle coupling or uncoupling-Saga. di
thseame length of thee 95 gessibilseare
slain sal '190 Interred, by .betng
knocked from cars by bridges and.oth-
sr obstacles at the side of the back
On the other, hand, only one nallibtiges
Is killed tor ?vinery 1,880.009 Oftrriet
and one hurt for every 17,01111. The
average passenger travels b.8411,272
miles before he is injured, and he woes
57.000,000 --miles before he MIMS his
life.
FAMOUS° FOR INDUSTRY.
Sobriety and Decency of Life-Allan
of the German Peasant of
To-Day.
The bauer (peasant farmer) hugs tin
soil, and will waste none of 'It foi
hedges. lie cultivates his land In ob
long plots, each strip carrying ono
crop--corn, rye, tobacco, beet, 'man-
gold, turnip or what not, says a let
ter in the London Spectator. Heiworlo
in summer from light to dark; It
winter as it suits him. lila fruit-trees
are planted along the roads and ask
paths which run through and stiparat.
the tiliaged acreage whereof his vii
lage is the pivot
He inherits the land as his lathes
Inherited it before him, and each.herit
able portion is supposed to turnisl
1
 
sustenance for so many lives. H.
swinks to keep clear of the snoney-
iending shark, and here industrialism
helps. 'For .If brothers and "'sisters
throng past ability of support 'iron
the land, they take work at the -near
mit factory, Infrequently eeveralemiles
distant. 'That eases the ancestral lean.
netts, and makes readjustment leas
ible. 'however the bauer may moil
week Its, week out, his linen es apot-
less and 'his clothes unsoiled on tilor
days. His wife would scorn '
were 'they otherwise. Someeeee e .
couth, rough, bluff, shrewd, etantetee he
military .authorities wisely take iheavy
toll of his sound lungs and muscular
limbs. They .know a man when they
ree one. And women do much of -the
actual deem -work in Gerniany as a
consequence.
What. shard-working mothers, and
wives and daughters are '(tie -.women
of Germany! What splendid wofoen!
What does not that great nattoneowe
to its -women! 43road-hosomed,.eleep-
chested. wide-backed, blg-hipped,oare-
ly beautiful, but, however aplain:pleas.
ant-faced, healthy creatures. Itio 'shirk-
ing of 'maternity with them. An -t
theirihnsbands' eprarades andisharera
of their troubles always, .yet -always,
it would seem, making Peter's enjoMee
tion their absolute rule of conduct. •
Inappropriate Ornaments.
On taking their seats for the.
time on the bench at the newly-ere
courthouse at Delmeehorst. Germinge
the judges were much perturbed WI
end that the architect had ornamintli
ed the portico with the Itsculpt wadi
]head of, a fox on one side and CM t
a au eep on the other.
Eavesdropping?
Miss Elderleigh—Would .you be.le
it, my dear—I listened to six -dee,ar
lions of love at the dance last night'
Miss Spelght—How interesting! Y
must have been sitting behindnom*
stertuity pretty giri!—Oklaeso Bun. j
•
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Gov. Folk and The Register.
Gov. Folk in address before
the state convention of the Missouri
Young Men's Christian Association,
at Sedalia Thursday night, took the
same position that was taken by The
Register on state primaries several
years ago arid also the position taken
by this paper on the arrangement of
the ballot. The Itegister is not the
only paper in Kentucky that bag. ad-
vocated one prichery each year by
both parties for all officesi, to be filled
at„the election in November of each
year, but, so tar as we know it is
the only paper in the country that
his done so.
In our issue of January 13, tooa,
iii disctasing primary electiens, we
sot&
"To avoid complications, bitter-
ness and strife, She politicians shouhi
adopt the suggestion of The Register
of some months ago, which was to
lave the Jegietattire pass a law re-
gearing both parties to make their
raorninations ba a primary election
to he held on the same day sand by
the regular election officers, one-half
democrats and ono-half republicans,
about ninety days before the Noverra
her eaection, or to beospecific, on the
arst Monday in Augarst. At the Au-
gust primary both parties must nom-
isate candidates for al offices to be
f. lied in hlovember, and the expense
of the priehary, Sloe the regular eke-
tion, to be borne by the state. Such
a law wonicl put an end to manipu-
lating corranittees in the interest of
any praitiCular candidate, or set of
camaidates, and at the s-arne time give
the people relief from the politic-
ians. Every man who desires to be-
come a candidate, would then know
when the primary is to be head, and
the poor man woutd also have ars op-
portunity. of becoming a candidate
without having to pay hundreds of
doliaes as 'his part of the expense of
the pritaary. Such a law would
simplify matters, eliminate maraipu-
latiorr and be better for the people."
Everelaince 1900 The Register has
bean advocating one printery for
both parties on the same day, and
also advocated abolishing the party
de-vice of the election ballot, and
the grouping of the names of all
ca`ndklates for the same office under
-
4
that one head, and reqoiring the
votee to stamp opposate the name of
every candidate for whom he de-
Sires to vote.
It is graticying. indeest, to find men
hke Governor Folk •indorsing and
advocating the same reforms that
The Register has been urging for
some time.
Mr. Folk's subject was "Missouri
Men; Their Relation to the Sacaa'.
BUftinieltS and Political Life." lie
referred particularly to state primar-
ies and the Missouri ballot system.
He 'poke, in part, as. follows:
"To that end a Mete primary lay
should be enacted whereby the nom-
inations for state, county and munic-
ipal offices will be made by primary
held on the mme day all over the
state by all political parties with the
same number of voting places as in
the general election, and the expenses
paid in the same manner.
"The Missouri ballot system is far
from perfect. We have separate tick
co for each political party, so that
if sew desires to sone a certain tick-
et, except for certain offices. 'he must
:scratch out the names of the nomi-
nees; on the ticket that he votes and
itnert the names of the nandidatee
he desires to vote fhr.
"The average voter will not do
this for fear of spoiling his ballot.
"The ideal system is to have all
nominees for the same office in the
same column, one under the other,
require the *heater to put a cross
mark opposite the tame of the man
he desires to, eote for.
"This wonM Insure intelligent vot
now and would be the meet practical
riethod of ascertaining the will of
she majority."
The Louisville Contests.
The fusioni•is who made such a
strong and creditable, fight fot the
offices in Louisville and Jefferson
county on the 7th, though declared
defeated clearly *alit propose to "let
it go at that" until the courts of the
state have said the electihn as con-
ducted in the metropolis and its coun
ty and tlhe'.r defeat were legal. They
have filed, contest papers notwith-
standing the newly elected office-m's
have been given their certificates and
some have gone into their 'offices and
will press through all the courts thee
.contention of frauds, irregularities,
false returns. ete.
These contest papers or petitions
in the suits, as the Leisisville Past
remarks, are "probably the Most re-
ni2rkable ertr filed in any American
city. The whole story of the elec-
tion is told precinct by precinct,
through ward Miter ward. Narnes
and places are given and many, po-
lice, firemen, election officers and
ward 'heelers are directly charird
with felonies. With these are others
holding high office who are subjected
to the same charge's. Not a loophole
has been left for attacl?by demurrer.
The p#itions comply olosiegy with
the law and the provision of the *ac-
ute, which 'requires, the whole stem?.
to he told in a suit filed ten days
after the filing of the election cer-
tificates has been obeyed. These
suits have, precedence over every-
thing else on le docket. The caodi-
dates of the achine must make an
answer immediately, add the cases
will then be heard in the near future
on. their merits."
The entire state will watch the re,
suit of these suite with interest.
buuisville's elections live come to
be a disgrace to the state because of
their questionable results always. If
the fusionists can by these suits
purify the elections in the metropo-
lis by exposing. them and their man-
agers to the world at large the. peo-
ple will have both cause- for thanks
iced, selrcongratef.ation. There will
no doubt be many efforts to delay
thew cases, but it isi to be hoped all
will jail in /their purposes:
Oongrdstenten Beundtt and Ed-
wards and Commissioner Yerkes and
State Chairman Ernst seem to have
in their pockets all the appointments
corning to this state at the presi-
dent's hairdo. The fart is causing
considerable kicking arricing those
Vet° AID not tetanal pat with the 1)4g
(Our and much .happiness among
tose who are in havoc. Many pro-
tests arsigoing to Washington be-
cause of some late appointments
made by the preeicknn on solicitation
of the gentlemen named, but these
kicks won't do any goocts The pres-
ident has a very decided way of
sticking to his*.appoiritmeres if not
to his declared views of public pol-
icy. one% as a reduction of the tariff.
"Thirty-four county clerks hay-
mug failed to report the vote .on the
coostittstional amendment - the state
commissioners who rnet Thursday in
Frankfort to count the vote had to
defer this work until next.Monclay."
says a telegrams It is given out,
however, that the vote wiH be connted
Monday whether all reports are in or
not, which is a very significant an-
nouns:enter*, as it is not coupled with
any statement that an effort was to
be made to get all the shossingp as to
the whole vote in the meantime. An-
other anemia( fact or conission is any
anoottncement as to th_ ‘aite already
in_ Are the people, as al been in-
timated, to be swindled- out of their
vote on this question by sorpe shrewd
t rCkery ?
.t 
Contests for place.; in the lower
house adde to the interest of the ap-
proacaing koislature. Three ctemo-
crate have already filed notices
against that many republicans for
their place's.
If, as Prof. Percival Lowell, of
Roston, says, Mars has many cattalo
perhaps President Roosevelt nyig.ht
borrow one for use at Panama until
this country tras the one needed there
constructed.
Arthur A. McCormack, a. former
Mdwankee alderman, 'has been fined
1354 for accepting se a "small favor"
three tons of coal from a coal mer-
chant whio hael business transactions
with the cite.
A
on a table of ',Peter Mulcavage in St.
'Clair. Pa., overturned, a filled sloop
turene and so, badly scalded her mas
ter that his tondition is. considered
as hopeless.
A French asitlronomer announces
the discovery of a t:ortset 1st loos-






Leo adore) of the ewer Is.
*at of the laesst"Qemess Quality" Bahia - Me
as* resspersally rye set soseaorIty as Wawa's Sao*
PasAioste. The maarsisteurers— Thomas G. Plillta Cow-
'say, Boston — sval As flossed to mail pee a coty afros repose*.
The World's Greatest
gad by the one true test — that of popular favor and the volume of businas doneshoe for women is "Queen Qi•ality." It Is not by thanes that it is greatest. It is not bymillion discriminating womont instantly choose "Queen Quality" Shoes above all others.It is the logical result oi the •n=a effort and the great manufacturing ability of a
concentrated upon the one single pgrpose of producing
the most perfect, high-grade shoe at a moderate price
that the world has ever seen.
well-directed, re2geles effort has produced in "Queen Quality" so
a shoe that the public have responded with a demand so emphatic
and insistent as to not only maintain but constantly








RUDY, PHILLIPS &MO. k
It Sets the Fashions.
There is no tad* that cannot be pleased— no foot of normal
dope or site that cannot be perfectly fitted — and no ese or
occasion named foe which there cannot be supplied
Coned and appropriate altos from the 4' Queen
Quality" encasement.
We have the sole right of sale of
these famous shoes. We irrolle
Ivor inspection of the new styks.
— the arOrltrs greatest
















THE CENTRAL LABOR BC1bY
INVITES MDIRCHANTS TQ- ,
SMOKER.
P. Walters Delivered the Official
Invitation Which Will Be R
to Immediately. eigin
  • I •
'At lest night's special meeting- a
the Central Labor body. in their hall
on North Fourth, street, they adopted
resolutions heating the Retail Meta
chant's' association to attend in a
body, the smoker and social seseaon
the labor body will give next 'Limos-
day eveping at their hall: Mts. George
Walters, the linotype machinist, eas
delegated to convey a copy of the
reserhations, to the retail merchants.
who *that ,hour were in special ses-
sion cif their own in their quarters
on South Fourth street, one block
from the labor assembly rooms. Mr.
Walters inarnediatefy went over and
officially invited the merchants to at-
tend the ernoleer, and the acceptance
or, rejection of the invitation will to-
day be handed the labor representa-
tive by the merchants.
The labor people state they want
to have a friendly and social meeting
with the merchants, who have adopt-
ed a resolution stating they could
not aalee any part in the strike of the
street car mortonnen and conductors.
who are being backed in their fight
by thieCentral Labor body. The ;ot-
ter though says nothing -whatever in
its invitation about the controversy,
and just simply invites the merchants
crvee to arnoker as an evidence of








Will Ward Had to Be Arrested on
Account of His Mental Condition
—Business Among Officers.
Last evening at 7 o'clock) Detective
T. J. Marva left for Galan to being
here Mamie W1.0.cler, a negress





per dozen • 15t, 25t, 35t
Wine Sap Apples, per peck ...45e
Bananas per dozen ...4 ..... 12%e
Country Corn Meal, per peck --
2 Packages Macaroni for  ' 1.5t
2 Packages Spaghetti for 15t
Fancy Dill Pickles, per gal. . • •25e
Fancy Sour Piddles, per gal.  25t
Irish Potatoes, per peck 20t
6 Poseads Lump Sesch for ..  2154a
6 'Packages Uneeda Biscuit fiir 25e
7 Bars Star Soap fowl 2:St
Fancy Cocoanuts  5t
Englert & Bryant
119 South 2nd St.
were stolen and it is claimed she got
them She removed to Cairo sorr).
weeks since., Her hoshand, Chat',
Wheeler, was arrested Thurs,!.
Met by Officers Ter-ell and Oro''
the steamer Dick 1 -oaaer, which r'
between here and) the Egyption city.
and aboard which he was envployed
as a roustabout. He is. charged with
being an acessory to the alleged
crime.
Crary On Religion.
Wlill Ward, of the New Hope
neighborhood of the county, seems to
have gone Frazy over the subject of
am) yesterday was areested
by Officers Sing-cry and Hiurley and,
looked up in the county jail on order
of the' circuit court, where today be
wilt probably be tried' for lunacy. His
inionli is, so affected that when a
"Soya" comes over is be. want, to
kilt his wife. It is probable the jury
trying Man wiN also try the negress
Lizzie Carter who litre week tried to
kin Mre. Leander Potter, of the
county, Whom the clam-ley was em-
Detective Went Home.
Detective Fentress, for the N. C.L. L.. BEBOUT
Cloth Brushes, Hair Brushes, Tooth- Brushes, Nail
Brushes, Flesh Brushes, Infant Brushes, Etc.
We are over-stocked. That's all, We over everything in this lans at
COST OR LESS
Good all bristle Hair Brushes, worth 25c and 3oc, for .. . 15e
Extra fiine all bristle Hair Brushes, cost 14 to $5 per dozen, for ..35e
Bone handle badger bristle Shaving Brush, worth soc, for . . . 25t
Shaving Brushes at 5t4 and 104i. worth twice our price.
IF YOU CAN USE BRUSHES, COMBS OR SOAP NOW IS THE
TIME TO LAY IN X SUPPLY.
Darbour's Booll Department
Che Buffet 0
107 SOUTH FOURTH STREET
W. C. Gray, proprietor.
FINE OLD WINES AND WHISKIES
Everything seasonable in the eatable line served to order. A






The Very Best Flour That Money
Can Buy.
cat in its haste to catch a mouse 'c'ba-ges with being implicated in the and St. L. rainasd, left yesterday for
Ltheft of $65 and tome silverware front
the Mike herniates< teeidlerne at Foureh
and Wastriergton *rests, last Mat,
She was arrested there yesterday on
Iinetroctiona feat/tithe Iota/ force, and
der tidtmetti will bring her bark • this
:morning.
I ollhe woman wale real:okayed as cook
-a the residence when die vereabiges
his borne in Wavynly‘ Term., after •
spendiog several aya here with De-
tectives Moore aid Baker of the local
force, looking for a man wanted He I
was not located here.
vme
General Insurance Agency
We Write inhinir in Insurance
Five men were killed and one 
a train wreck Tie! Al- 
fatal 
'in r eilt06 306111.13sikoar Ptsmossi. Moo 383--RosidascolY 
1604





















































































Largest Stock Lowest Prices Sas rction Godranteed
Paducah's Only Exclusive Furniture Dealers





Just One Year Before to the Hour
Two Strangers Visited the
Home Near Fulton.
Rev. Peter Fields,' of the Third
etret Methodist church of this. city,
yesterday snated that there was some
thing peculiar connected with the ab-
duction of hi* nephew,. Guy Fifhlo,
from sive latter's home nearly one
milt With Fulton). last Tuesday eve,
fling. T* cointictence is the fact
that just one year before, ,to the
hour, two strange omen cage to the
Fields' how there and heeded the
boy, but nothing was clone at that
time_ .
As shown by be telegraplic dis-
patches through these columne Wed-
nesday nvonningnGuy, the 15-year-old
son of Mr. Cbprles Fields-, of bear
Fulton the night before stepped out
into the yced, svh two masked men
grabbed him, sailhad the lad's horse
while covering him l ' a grin to ith,
prevent an outcry; the boy on
the animal and tie carried him
away front home, one of the unknown
leaditig. the horse Fields was on and
the other rode Monteith- the youth
to prevent his escope. Half a milt'
away from borne home the hyl .was
cloroformed, and *sew nothing. more
until he came to in thenwoods sixteen
miles anrayoneis saddle and 'hoes be-
nig- cut to pieces. Realiring where
the use the boy rode to the home of
his cousin. Col Robert Wbiteriell
nearby. It is not knows why the
men abducted him
youth iA a nephew of Rev.
ids et this city, and the latter *at
ed yesterday tbat.just one year be.
the night of this week's abduc-
tion, he. the naingster of here, was at
the home of * brother Charles en
rdute back to his church in Bard-
well, Hy, after attiehdirsg the Mem-
phis Methodist conference at Jack-
son. Tenn. • He went to that 'view
to vt his mother who lives %here,
and that night shortly after dark
while the by was in the lot hitch-
ing up. the horse to the buggy Pre-
paratory •to bringing the minister to
the depot for his train, two strangers
came in. and • the tad with a
revolver, made in bitch up the
horse' for them. The men then told
the youth to go into the home and
tell his father someone outside want.
of to we him, but warned the boy
not to say who it was or anything.
, Guy Fields entered the 'house Old
told nig parent parties (*hide want-
ed to OM ¶m, bat the youroote 
* as so pak and excited the others
teen was the mutter.
The iotiatinsed a revolver andt
started w e Rev. r7e141; picked
up a detsblebarreled shotgun and
both darted out of eivr door -Wei
kw, she intruders, who 'tieing
firearm, dasher/ around the amoke-
home and made • their mica*. It
canimit he imagined What the men
wanted there at that time, but the
family think strange the incidents
Amulet have occurred one year after
the other, to the exact hour. At the
first instance one of ithe men 'had a
eolerser's uniform on apd wore a
de-ioi hat
Citizens Satisfied.
The Benton authorities are not
making mil- atilt-rote to eaptore - Miter?
PhiSips and the two other boot-
leggers who escaped from the county
jakthere two weeks ago. by •tnnitell-
ine througti a brick wall after they
cirthlwooesh the wooden eel floor and
got into the basemen; -4'be trio were
in the hostile sereineflistii kir 
kg'ing and the Benton entimeities
are mourned that the fugitive% keep
th liberty, just no they &eon cc-
toni to that section,.
Duro Child.
Today at the Tucker cemetery, in
the county, there will be interred the
rernaine of Mr. J. H. Campbell's 2-
E1%40. Old infant, that died tint !the
fonj! lase in their home on elfrel
I etriet ita Meehoniethsnet•
Miss ttilitry Ross, et member of e
prontineftt 'Hopkins courty family,
eivieideriV Thursday hat becoinie .het
eweetheert wits. kifild in a street.
awed 7. nestle% einet. She shot doe--
self.
Three tisane got snated Jo one
wreck on the Pentiesibsehheisoad at
Illirgnipsontrown, Pa.. •Friday and one
TAW k Mt+e :tnidliailket dear* }a-
imed
- - enea-
A newtons.- bank at bore Angeles,
was robbed of Iliks,amw
- BOTH PHONES 72 SALES ROOMS 114-116-207-213 SOUTH THIRD STREET.
Che Churches
i t Where and What Serviees Will Be Field.
O-++4-i-O++4.+++++++++Oneton+nehletilletneldefeht-OhOehn -*On- enot-telhon
Rev. J. J. Halsaple oi Greenville,
Texas, will arrive bo today from
Catloway and preach totisorrow morn
Mg at the First Christian cherch in
place of Rev. W. Ho Pinikertopi, who
does *not get back until the niiddle
of next week from PenneyhaMa and
Cincinnati, -Ohio, where he has been
for six weeks post conducting the
ma TIMM oth revival gatherings. Rev.
Halsaple is visiting his mother in Cal
lossoy county and comes here to fill
the pulpit at the morning hour. At
night the thildreo's rally services
will be conducted, with a most excnt-
lent program arranged.
First Presbyterian.
"Incredible Folly" will be the top-
ic for tomorrow morning's sermon
by Rev. W. E. Cave, of the First
Preellyterian church. He has not de-
cided yet on his subject for the eve-
ning hour.
Third Street Methodist.
"The Duty of the Church to Its
Pastor" will be the subject thence-
row morning for Rev. Pr Fields,
at the Third street htethodist dhorch.
At the evening hour his topic will be
"God's Witingness and Ability to




Tone-event Inorteng at the Broad-
y liPabiailiet chino+ noise newly
elected officers for theti 
es
neerqpition
hewill installedinstalledinto, t 4peetive
poisitiona for the ennui year. At
this hour Rev. T. J. Newell will
preach on '111w Authneity and In-
fluence of an Offien ohAthe Clmrch
of God." At the essaagog_ hour he
nneelee on "God's PorposZ in Ilie
Church."
Garman Lutheran.
TOMOITIOW morning at 9:3o o'clock
the Sunday school sesiaticei win be
held at the German Lutheran church
of Stitib Fourth street. Rev. then
preaches in the German /mileage at
the morning hour arid in OK 911141e'
11111 language at night. .
German Evangelical.
Surilan echos; set ices occur AO
93, o'clock t
the Evanedical chinch on .outh
Fifth street Imbibe at wordhip hour
Rev. Boorquin will conduct services
in the German language. ?Are Silas
Bryant aintpiin German at Ithitt. tour.
In the evening the minister preaches
ir. the Fnelisn longues, on "Hue."
it being *K. second (51 bils series' of
Oaks on this topic.. At righerlars.
George Katterfohn will sing "Siffseet
Herne of Angels."
Tenth Strett Christian.
Rev. D. W. Liam, ibe Tenth
Igri/st Christian. church, will preach
tronorrow morning otv Laybas. tJp
Treasures." while Oh 'object thil;.the
evening hour ha* noehret been 'e-
lected.
Grace Episcopal.
Rector David Wright conducts
services at the regular hours tomor-
row morning and afternoon at Grace
F.:pies-opal church.
North Twelfth Mimion.• -
Sunday echool oerentoniee %vitt be
conducted tomorrow afternoon at 3
o'clock it the North i lsts-elfth street
taptio Mission church.
Many Attended.
Many attended the service's held
last evening at Temple Israel by Rib
bi Lovitch, the worship bong cone-
mentorative of the 250th anniversary
stntement of Jews in' this
estounttrea 'The music was of especial
attraction.
Mee Entertainment.
Lam evening a large crovrd at-
tenden thi charming musical give
by the ladies of the Tenth street
Christian icilattroh at that building, on
veVniatty nine mod interesithig *elec.Tenth!. The program teemed
nous
Cumberlasot Presbyterian.
Toms-shoes morteng at the' Cumber
lfttZ Preebyterittt church Rev. Esti-
Merl. preach rin "Oor Neglected
0/0'gation5" -The tunior Chi-he:an
Endeavor meets sit 3 o"-lock in the
afternoon, ant Senior Christian En-
or it •fioto ohleck its the even-
is*, At the naming hour the min-
;stir will arnutlIttlie.ihIli Robject for
the night diseotwee. Monday even-
hag aitt y *o'clock th,c eidero of the
chords will twileil a meeting.
inthatiat 0 -
le Street Methodist.
Rev. W. W. Aemetoong, of the
Trimble street Methodist church, will
tomorrow morning preach on the sub
;rot of "Good Steward," and then af-
ter the worship there will be con-
ducted the installation ceremonies, at,
which time these will be. inducted
into office the newly elected officials
for this congregation, they being.
Chosen several weeks ogo for their
respective places. At the evening
hour his theme for discourse will be
"He Yas Not. Why Not?"
First Baptist Church.
Rev. G. C. Cates, of Louisville,
will arrive here next Mondao evening
to assist in the protracted meeting
being conducted now at the First
Baptist church by Rev. Dr. Hill,
also of the Falls City. On hie arriv-
al he will commence rkniveiing the'
series of sermons to be conducted by
himself. At present he is engaged
in similar work at •the Clifton Bap-
tist church of that city, but brings
same to a close in time to get here
by the dine menticined.
Yesterday morning Rev. Hill
Preached on "Christians' Duty to the
Lost," While at the evening hour his
topic for vu-vice was "Lott's Escape
nrom Sodom." This afternoon at
o'clock Dr. Hill wilt cominct a serv-
ice for the especial binefit a( the
children and young wornets of the
city, and at the same hour tomorrow
afternoon speak to the own only, his
subject being "Lost Birthright.° At
the same . the Med. !service is
being conducted Mrs. Hat gi tatir
to the laitie• in the Stinday school
reons of the church. Sunday evening
for the regular sermon MT H*1 will
talk on "What Shall I Do With
jestse"
Religieus Census.
Rev. John S. Cheek, who 'had
charge of the religion, creme/ taken
in this city and touthe.linto 60t net
received over stockiest Of the re-
ports from the rural' section where
the enumeration was taken by the
teachers of the county nchocil dis-
tricts. They have root all reported,
but just ae soon ass they do • Dr.
Cheek will be in a position ten cen-
aolidate else figures into a ernehleen
total and know die exact result of
the enumeration.
VETERAN CITIZEN
CAPTAIN WS LOVE DIED OF
PNEUMONVA YESTERDAY
MORNING
After Two Weeks' Illness With Ty-
phoid Fever Mrs. Rebecca
Schrader Passed Away.
I.
Yeeterilay morning shortly after 9
o'clock this city lost one of its old-
est and most widely known gentle-
men in the person of Captain Wil-
liam L. Love, the veteran copper
and thee( iron worker who 'Passed
away at tins home near Ninth and
Clark streets after only a few days'
Hines., with pneumonia. For the pa*
year his poor and declining brunt
'has prevented hint from continuing
his usual activity and he retired. from'
nusineses. He had been 19 and con-
fined to hil bed though for only the
past week.
Captain Love was born September
TM, tft3o, a Louisville, and growing
to manhood learned the profeeston
of a steamboat engineer, which he
followed for many years, being one
of tbe best known river men be
Louis..614e and New Orleans.
heart-re to this city in the late flf-te
arid wire united in marriage to
wife, Mias Jennie Dimenitt, (ho-
g 18s9. ftehring from the over
tsuisitsess Ilse entered the hardware
Sbnines's, being a member of the firm
Of 'Moran, Cove & Company, 071
Market signore. 'Later he started his
boiler and sheet iron work, which
'he maintained at Firot and Wash-
ington streets until last year when
ill health necentitated his permanent
retirement. .
Mr. Love was one of thee warm-
hearted and congenial mem 'having
a rileahnit worst for erensticety and
always remembering Ins friends. He
was highly regarded eon the ritim-
*ion in which he was ever held
causes his dknothstion to be an addi-
tiOnal eource of grief for his friends,
who were numbered frem every
entree and are deeply touched over
the fatal illdeess
' He keeresr a family of five children,
Mrs. Rip Melton. of Dillon. Mont,




They are the Kind that
wear well and Always
Look Neat And thressy.
- - OUR PRICES ARE ALWAYS REASONABLE -
Lendler & Lydon
309 BROADWAY
'Phone orders receive Prompt Attention 'Phone 675
/
BOYS make men, but clothet
made for men will not do for boys.
We male a study of boys and boys'
clothing.
While they have a youthful swing
—that endefinable something—that
Inakes them boys' Suits, they have








To every purchaser of Sew worth
of Coffee, Teas or Extracts.
Heinz Kstchup. per bottle • • • •11.0e
Spaghetti or Macaroni, pack-
ages 
Jest°, any flavor, ab, for  
3 lb can Tomatoes, per can
3 Packages Rolled Oats  -
ti Pint Worcester Sauce  
Fancy Evaporated Peaches or
Apricots, 2 tbs. for 
3 tbs. Prunes for 
Mime Moo, per package  












3 lb. Pail Lard 25t,
3 ths. 4Mixed Nuts 500
Loose Fige, per pound  17Vat
Heinz Preserved Strawberries




Old phone 1179. New phone try6,
THE ONLY TEA STORE
Menne. George Love, of Bowling
Green, Ky., and Edward and Mitsui
ILose, n Pachwaii.Thie aftwoome aa st30 ohloolc the
humeral service* will hie heist at the
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Every family has a list of fa-
vorite receipts upon which they
depend in case of minor ail-
ments. We take pride in com-
pounding these home prescrip-
tions. They get the same care-
ful attention that we give to
all doctors' prescriptions.
Let us prepare your winter's







We have added to our
fine stock of meats a full
line of fish, both fresh wa-
ter and salt water.
Fresh Water Salt Water
Buffalo Red Snapper





We call the attention of
merchants to the fact that
we will fill all orders for
fish at any time of day
and give them special price
T. J. Newell, of the Broadway Meth
°dist church, end be followed with
interment at MC4nenston cemetery in
the county.
Mrs. Schrader bead.
htsterday morning .at to o'clock
Mrs. Rebecca Selsrader -died after a
two wheks' Ames, with typhoid fever,
at her home on Thirteenth and Mon-
roe itreete. Site was the wife of Mr.
Charles Cehrsder, the well known
groati et that vicinity.
Thirityntight year's ago the deonived
Was born in Germany, but came to
the country when twenty "etre of
age and- evade her home in Chariels.
, u Inn-other. when
die was • married to the Pullman gets,
neaten and caner to this city to take
up her home. She had been /monied
once beforo and the first union
left three chiklrees.
n She was a vooman of many endear-
Mg traits of cheratter and a cob-
*tensions church worker of none ote
teeming friend, wile, sadly Trweirn hey"
ohinise.
Sadden *kw faillme and ehiktrea
Bacon's Malarial
Ionic Capsules
ARE THE "ORIGINAL TONIC
CAPSULES."
THE ONES THAT PAVE MADE.
SUCH A REPUTATION IN ViA-







7,, a Jackson Sta. phones,Inv & Clay Sts.. phone 311.
Lemon Chill Tonic
IS A GENERAL TONIC.
A CERTAIN CHILL CURE.
A PURE BLOOD REMEDY,
WILL, CURE NERVOUS TROU-
BLES AND WILL RESTORE THE
WEAK AND SICKLY TO PER.
FECT HEALTH.
FOR SALE AT ALL DRUG
STORES.
HAYES
Free Delivery— Telephone 756.
asc Talcum 
25c Tooth Brush 
$1.50 Hair Brush
$1 .00 Bath Brush
ac Tooth Paste  







Complexion Brushes, Toilet Soap,
Violet Water, Extracts all odors.











An elegant line of imported cloths
and suitings for Fall and Winter.




SA }.(141,7'S cwie bent* apd three
tors, all residing at ehaineeton, where -
it is piobable the remipinv will be talc
en. burial_ This be decided








NON-VOTERS ARE MANY. VIEWS. OF l'Efil44E.
Idiots and Duelists" Are Barred in
i Ploridie—Other Odd
It Provisions. 1
I Every one of the 45 states has a
different law as to voting, and the pro-
visions of these election laws operate
'Ito exclude from the suffrage in.sone
Mate those who retain it in another.
1Tbue, Florida excludes "idiots and
duelliets," the ewe classes being ap-
parently included as one.
New Hampshire excludes paupers,
-defining them as those who are re-
lieved from paying taxes at their own
request. Rhode Island groups paupers
and lunatics together. Washington.
-Secludes Indians, but not Chinamen;
-Oregon excludes Chinamen, but not In-
dians. Maine includes "Indians and
paupers" in one category, and Michl-
includes Indians and duellists.
Texas has a sweeping provision. It
Includes "idiots, paupers, lunatics,
illnited States soldiers, seamen and
teaarines " The purpose of this provi-
sion is to prevent soldiers of army
-posts in Tessa from voting there it
-they hail from other states, and is
not a reminder of the reconstruction
paris..i. for Indiana and Ohio have the
J.ame prevision of law.
California excludes idiots, Chinese,
the insane, and those found guilty of
,
felcny, making no distinction between
the four classes. Idaho excludes big-
amists and polygamists, but Utah has
at s-^11 pros-Won. South Dakota ax-
id thew convicted of treason, and
Worth Dakota has a like provision.
Jibo ugh prosecutions for treason In
these two states are practically un-
imown. Mississippi groups together
f a the excluded class "persons who
have not paid their taxes and big
amulets."
. Michigan excludes the "seconds" at
-duels and. Minnesota Indians "lacking
-'customs at civilization." Tennessee
guises no qualifications as to unit)
and Wisconeln excludes those who bel
-Oa elections in quit state.
rNNOVATION IN COSMETICS
*Cream of Golden-Brown Used to
Lend the Appearance of
Sunburn.
,
. 411 is a new idea," said the per
.tamer  "I began It by way of a Joke.
St is selling like, hot cakes."
• He rubbed a little of the odd cream
elo the beet of tits hand, and lo, his
*kite, soft hand was as brown as s
dialler's. ,
' 'We. have become such an otthet
1n
• beagle." he said, "that a fine gold.
wn .spnburn Is more highly plaited
e-thap the most delicate rose and
bloom.
4 "With this idea in mind, I expert.les
ted till I found a-harmAsis eras=
that would glee the effect wheat Of
gold-brown sunbden, and thai mattld
disappear gradually, in a week or two,
real sunburn does.
.'n put Lt.:IT:ream on the Martel-
Teem the • it et ad tremendou211-
Wen and womes 'dike bey it ,And it
be bought aot,qnJy by the clerk or
aternographer, who never gets out in
=Om sun, but often by the rich idler,
whew ilia is altogether .sei open-or
sae, since the latter very frequently
, Swaburns in an ugly way—en inflamed
amulet shin, blisters, peeling—and m) '
igeoparatIon changes ell that giving
ltha the only sunburn that is worth
while. the•gold-brown one.
"Where I sell one Jar of elcan bleach
I sell two of this gold-brown sunburn
ASHAMED OF THEIR HABIT
'G lay-Eaters of North Carolina Have
Acquired a Vicious
Taste.
I"The clay-eaters are hardy, but pale
'The clay Is a deep yellow, with a
aisootU, sweet taste, something like ye/
Sow Jack molasses candy."
The ethenologist had Just returned
drom North Carolina. where be had beet
iseudying the famous colony of clay.
asters.
They are all of English descent...I' a.
aintinurci. "and they talk with
aarked Ninetieth" accent They sacra he
ot.0 ashapied of their habit. They den!
It at first to strangers. But this shame
aeon disappearW,
"The clay as eaten Jaw, rut into mmu
wakes. figmetimes ft is breaded, sat
'served with molasses or maple sirup
tflometimes, again, it is mixed with
sweet, potatato In a pudding.
"I ttied,it The taste was Makes's@
to me, egpuldoneireore hare eaten the
ltathsome stuff than I could have eaten
a plug ofseheweng tobacco.
' "The clay lejeuind near theantheral
'Weems. They ,alie it first from hanger
{me to clop tapers*. But they eat It soy
' as,the Neetiereat opium. beca.use thee
have formed a.vpicious taste for it."
Pei Charity.
Ile--Was yonr charity entertainment
sucressful?
' She,—Splendid. We had a °yid theta
leal our pictures in the and
ederytiody mild we did jest vely. We
Tok in la,000, too."nen I mimosa you cleared quite a
nice sum for the„hospital."
••Ilsell-e-tht esactly. VW see. the ex
pongee were erre heavy and after the
'nesand gie carriage litre; and
snd the benvitteetho per.
Ili f tjeeit oily
f .thedhoWtOL,




'It-will bp awn ejtongelfies Swiu-
mks! retingt this book the neat time
weal ir?-"
4t,"aiday: cerialaily. Mr. t,Feethertsp.
nottunvy about It. Any time
hlq the nowt win months will do."—
The hatchet-faced woman with the
Carroty hair and the pince-nez, who
makes a point to arrive at the theater
about three-queeters of an hour -before
curtain riseln L:der to see 'em all come
in, favored the lonesome-looking hus-
band who accempanied her with her




"Um. Here ocraes that Souseish man.
just wonder wLare his wife is? Never
see her with Idol at all any more. Of
course, he isn't to be blamed so much
tor wanting to is alone, when it comes
to that, for she c:_rtainly has got to be a
frayed and frazzl poor thing;
'deed she has! I saw her at the merket
a couple of morn.ags ago, and of all the
narehmenty-iooklag ones!
"Souseish looki like he's
hard again, doesn't he? It's a wonder to
use how men can stand all their drink-
ing. That man 13 just pickled, I de-
clare. If pneumonia was to moinealoag
and nip him, he'd ea off just like a flash.
Wm. That Tu: ;,1 he wear, all the
time is getting i seedy. No won-
der he can't affo .1 Lew'. one, when
anybody can see by toe looks of him that
he spends every cent be makes for
drink.
"Oh, there come these Gitleft girls.
Did you ever?—the whole three of them
together, as usual, and trying to act kit-
tenish and young, and nota man, or
even an imitation of a man, along With
"I guess those poor Gitleft girls find it
hard enough to keep up appearances
!eerily sakes alive, I know that Mildred
Gitieft—Mildred's the eldest of the
three,and she's every bit as oil as I am,
if she's a day—Mildred has had that
baby blueeile waist, with the cream lace.
tor six years. and gracious sakes only
enows how many times she's made it
over, the poor old skinny thing! I sup-
pose wa'll be seeing that waist till the
crack of doom.
"Did you ever in all your born &flys
see such a fright of a hat as • that on
Aggie Gitleft? If she hasn't been using
that same piece of brown cotton
velvet on that hat for four years, she's
never used it at all!
"And why, in merey's name. veal
Genie Gitleft Just absolutely persist in
wearing that awful cream-colored imi-
tation broadcloth opera cloak? If she'd
only have it cleaned, it wouldn't be so
frightful, but now!
"Humph! There comes that Nis-
bother woman, without her husbaed, as
usual, and with that eorrid Whatayme
woman dragging after her, as she always
is. Now, wouldn't you Just naturally
think that that Nixbother, if only for
the sake of appearances, would be sees
with her husband once in &what'? Ot
course, we all know that he's a brats,
and that he spends every leisure min-
ute that he can grab in playing poker—
and there are some queer stories about
his poker playing, 1 hear—but wty Oissa
they separate, then, instead of Just geese
on making people wonder theirteadeve
about them?
'It's • blessing they have no childron.
'deed it is. I think for &couple like that
to bring poor deaT little innocent obit-
dren into the world—oh, there's that
young lie blungpung of the Patagonian
legation. So distangy. don't you think?
And everybody says Wade) dreadfully,
frightfully wicked and dissipated, law
me!
"And there comes that spiteful Warn-
front woman with her pudgy husband,
and that same old empire fan abets been
using for a whole generation, and that
picture hat of the vintage of the Deluge!
"Nicely mated pair, ain't they? She
must weigh fully S3 pounds, and he
weighs so near 275 that there isn't any
ton in it I declare. Land sakes, isn't
he the common-looking pudge of a man,
though! Now, if you didn't know,
wouldn't you really take hitntor a drives'
of a brewery wagon? Just think hbw a
man like that must snore—it's too awful
to even think about. And did you ever
see such a whole acre of bald head anima
got! And yet she tries to make every-
body believe that he's the handsomest
thing in Washington!
"Humph, here comes that Nicelot
womati, with her two big lubber' of over-
grown sons. Now, don't you resale
think that she brings those two bigium-
moxes of boys to the theater will her
just for effect--just to sort o' threw
around herself an atmosphere of do-
mestic detotion and all that sort ,of
thing?
"My, but isn't It fueny how she Wes-
to make up, in spite of her being whit
those two great hulking sons of beret
My, from that waist she has on, you'd •
think she was about 23, andeshe's every
day of 50, if she's a minute—don't I
know? Didn't I live in the same neigh-
borhood with her. when we were girls?
"And here comes that dissipated-look-
ing ant:reap boy. Something getter
about him—didn't you hear? Yoakum
he was out of sight for about dude
months tut winter. Well, I won't so so
far as to say that it was forgery-1 new
speak ill of auybody—but I.do know tha
his father made a mighty sudden trio 40
New York. and young Stiffclip lootru
mighty pale and underfed whenh?
back after his three months' Gard eh
genre. and I know that his people w
Just worried to death for fear ft
would find out where he'd been..
he's going with the Notnext gig' a
too, and she's a lovely, itindaent.
and doemn'hauspect a thing libe
and 'deed I think it would
for some one to tell her—'deed
"Um, here comes that Wit
that old girl Ise's been going w
about 15 years or so. I wonder
two are ever In this aide woe)
get married? What oh itearth
be waiting tor. I'm sere talon.
positively looks careworn with
and—"
Just then the curtain went ,up,lho
ever, and the monologue got mire
with the action of the play.--W
ic4410 Tribulma toa Star.






COLLEGE GIRLS GROW' FAT JAI ES AtriD AGATHA. In •Soon After Bntering•the "Trwthies"
' I
They Begin to Acquire IlY BARRY' PAIN. 
•
Plumpness. 
I s James, as you may already have
"In a ample of months from now,"
said a woman whet was matron at a
women's edtlege for several years,
"there will be a flood of letters frogs
girl freshmen to their mothers, all
contalaing one complaint: 'I'm grow-
ing so fat that my clothes wona tit
me.' And the mothers will worry and
fret, and wardrobes will be sent home
to be let oat.
"Freshman at the womea's orellege
always grow very plume, and they
astonish their triencla and relatives
when they go home on their thret vaca-
tion by the amount of flesh they have
put on. And it is all due, I believe,
to the healthy, normal Hee that a girl
leads at college.
"The food is always palatable, nour-
ishing, and of thebest, and even the
most finicky maiden leans to eat
everything. I lava OM slat gas
entered soilage with the idea that they
could get nothing but the white meat
of Chicken and lemon ice, coateatedly
eating fried veal and onions a few
weeks later.
"And these meals are always served
at a regular time, and with plenty
of lively tionversation to make them
digest easily. Let me say riga here.
too, that the popular notion that col-
lege girl. have midnight spreads of
indigestibies te a wrong one. Such
things belong to a boarding school, but
not to a womea's college.
"Thee tilers are regulax hoers for
retiring. LegiM must be oil et ten
nedeek, and that means eight hours
of good, healthful sleep. !In out-
door Hie Moe coatributes to the plump-
ems of the girls.
"bone., gives stay indoors only
When they have to, and plenty. of treeh
au makes Meat strong and nesiscular.
The vynesosimn is another faster. Its
porpesee is to develop a girl phylical-
ly, and each freshman is examined
that she star get the mercies she most
needs.
"[leder all these conditions the
freshmen rafting grew plump and rosy
sad this plumpness they rarely tom
offering their teatime course. Been the
thinnest girt finds the can wear a
decollete evening gown after she has
been at college three months, and the
fat girls tad their superdneue flesh
turning into kart, firm muscle.
°Mad *us Midair more. College girls
ars *ware ham . and every woman
pews kit viten site is happy.'
THE JeminsH PHYSICIAN.
kettebers et the Medical Profession
Inembery Wie Belonged to
!het Ream
As lantrasteas survey of Jews as
istentliers of enw motession is to be oh-
tainted Orem a Itteas work entitled
"futtsehe. Aust. and ihr Stadia. awl
aas eadeaMma," which, says the MM
teal itemrd, lies been issued by Dr.
Simon Seherbel One of the most
prominent of the earlier personages
meattened is Clutsdal, who became
manistor wader the Calif Abdul-Rab.
man ITT., sad did mach to establiab
the position of the Jews among the
Moslems Is Meath daring the Leath eta-
as vett -as to fester the shady of
the Itahmed is that comary. Jamb
▪ was lived Ile years later, was
a beer paystician who was also tilt
author et diatiagaished practical end
philosnipleittla MAN. The great
Illarsesaides et Cordova is inalude!
among the Het of physicians by the
setter, who says thet he created wha/
Is almost a new Talmud. and alleged
Mat Rickard Come tie Leoa wished ie
make Mot Ms mist paysialan, in split
or the faeces of Popes Bugenius, Nich-
teas and Galata' that Christians
Metal net esseeey Jewish Chysiciani
Is Spain stay years before they were
prasiteally the oat? Pruett-imam
modistes. Somewhat later Pope Met
sader.1111. had es personal physician t
Pee, Beset de Lees, who subsequentil
became attaelsod to the court of Lotib
K. The east • against Jewish blued-
/11MS was distally raised by Sixtus V.
largely et the instigation qf two ties
mishested iihrsisions, David de Ponitt
and Ilia Montalto. Is the latter part
rlf the eighteenth century Rendals
velars Melee la behetlf 01 ids wen
eternal; were ariply seoneded be his
Wiest tem physician Marcus Mem *Ito
essisdleated mote teemed the elevation
of tau /eon is Glirmasy. In still
tame mettea Sam Amber, Melt/hetet.
Shier sisi4 Itemise Jaeoby have beets
asondammt. sod the &editor closes his
eatenteration with the widely known
names et Strassmann, Neumann
litagintits sled Semater.
lit et Westmoreland.
VIP timeamermaad bills are the re-
motes an laraftoly elder wont—
gimes deeseed, bet of a great's**, and
sefmer; they have tho Geist the
sr nettle levdtheate Mae might
esir the meeeer—that comes 01
siva% sosseaskinsiga with
Ikea Olitef fewer that raate few nal-
air ass wait, with
toe 
itesi!kPilewatheetalmith einani t-










guessed, was a very conscientious
young man. As a boy he had Amen
known afaericket to dispute the Oil-
sion of an umpire in his favor. Even
the ordinary meal lies wera repellent
to him. He never traveled in a clash
, superior to that for *hien he had
; taken his ticket. He never did any-
thing which was not extremely care-
' tut and conspicuously honest. With
such a. character, there was only one
thing that the young man could lila
mately bechme.
Shortly after he became a reviewei
of fiction for the Daily Record it hap-
pened that he met Agatha. Agatha
had at a comparattvely early age beet
left an orphae. As her education Wit
defective, and as she did not likt
children, there was only on,s thins
that Agatha could become.
It mut shortly attar Agatha had be
come governess that the and Jame,
met. Her face was wholesome ant
practical, rather than beautiful. Fo:
1101110 weeks he never told his
love. Then one afternoon h. took /se)
to hear an oratorio. It May have baei
the effect of the music, or of the tat
and buns at the A B C shop afterward
or of the long drive to Kilburn througl
London's remantie dusk. The fact re
mates that when they climbed up ot
the omnibus he called her Miss Brown
and when they parted at the end of Oh
journey he called her Agatha He
treasured the oratorio programme, and
met her frequently. One night there
was an air of mystery about her.
"Shortly," she said, "you will see me
In a new light. James."
"I would not have yen different,"
mid James. This was quite the right
thing to say, as he had Item it
book.
"Eau side at Waterloo bridge, about
six to-morrow," said Agatha.
"Right," said James. He would they
have kissed her, but refrained front
the publicity which would have attend-
ed the act.
The next morning there was twoughl
to his rooms a large parcel tie novels
from the Daily Record. He groaned
because that meant work, and even the
reading of novels is not piedmont it
you happen to be paid for it th
would have greened still more lt the
books had net mane, because that
would have meant no Work, and weal
of work would have NW% sundry rte
mantle positiellitio. some remoto. As
it was, they bad arraaged to be ems
reel next year in the tweet morbid
time. Quit. quietly. Pride hi brews
cloth. Honeymoos of seven days al
Lattlehamptea.
He tore his mind away from roamed
La real life sad settled down to ro
'nacos as it is written, and the very
first volume that he pecked up was
enUtaed "A Lave of Other Days," to
Agatha Brown. This was the nee
Light ia which heaths was to ap
peer Sbe had written a noveL and
he was to review it. Be wondered if
the editor of the Daily Record would
stand an entire ootumn about an un-
known genius. James almost regret-
ted that he had discovered throe un-
known geniuses the week %store; it
was likely to spoil the market.
Be notioed the name of the publish
en with regret Agatha would have
done letter to have coasulted him
Time he read the book ad buried his
thee La his heads, for that moved by
Amitlui Brown was about the moat
putrid thing Se action that had poi-
luted his chambers for the Mat It
months. It was wrong everywhere; It
was wrong all through. There is no
worse thing oa earth than a bad his-
torisol novel, sad this was a very bad
historical novel.
Hess, then, was the mallet between
love and duty. Duty was meatched,
and love walked over. By the Mats(
he had written a column hailing Agatha
!Intern as the greatest mhos that the
oountry had yet seen. Mit his heart
, was broken. For once he had net lmies
coescientious. He maid not live with
that stain upon his soul. So he deter-
mined to meet Agatha 00 Waterloo
bridge, tate teas tang last farewell,
and then send off the review and com-
mit suicide Agatha. was a littre late
for her appointment, and limbed very
pleased with hermit
"Well?" sae mid.
"Why did you not ilentkl• is me?"
he asked, gently. "Why did you net
tell nut you had write's a hook? Pow
talltiy praMieed judgment tataill
leave—" •
"What eel earth are you talking
about? I've not wzitams any book. I
shouldn't be se Mae
"Then somebody else with yetis
name has."
"Has she? What shooks." Oa etiii
looked sit James somewhat leashing-
ly. He hail an uneasy seam time she
was eapeoting lam to say sometetsg,
and that hewss not saying- it.
"Well." he said., "whist did, you
mesa men by saying Shit yes wars
timing to appear ein , mew 1.1.14?”
"V you lappiion to be Med," she
answered.' rubor ssopplehly; "I 'sea
give you eyes."
"Don't be Gross, dear. Letlates,;
the same jacket you alwayr4oar,..smad
the aunt Mart."
"Oh, ami't hollseso I've got lag
hair deem up oiLiteribtly, sad I've pat
• sew kat.. I dlial want
It, It -aits take ate:tiativrelet;an wig 'tip
pear.as;Amitlieda's nothajt mere to be
said. de yeti attest. Utile
?"
The aesse.'o( his lettere wish
Malta 'was frsim p
is. minim. review *cab:. elf 21
mois Central Railroad
TIME TABLES
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Leave New Orleans 
T•eIve liempbis 
Leave Jackson, Tenn. 
Leave Rims . 
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Ar, St. Unties. ... 11:osp.m.
No. 344.
4M:9am Lv. St. l's,... 743a..mr.
8:40p.m. Lv. °novo... . scram_
8:e5asn. Lv, Cattiondak•











M. IPodatals.... :2 eglen.
Li. qmop.m.
At. Cairo... .... 8:35p ne
As. St_ Legits.... 2011a.sa
Q. Chian,. • • 8:0511411.
(Sonth Bound.)
135'835 32422 13i.0,
6 actleateLv. Chicage) . . . . 6:2op.rn. pteasan.
7 :45a.m.1..v. St Loses .. cotaop.ra. 2:1Saia.
935a.02.1 .1r. CAM—. ,.. 62:10a.M. 6:MUM
ipsyn‘nuAr. Prokouth . . . . :Qua. 1110ogro.
11 :•roa.ro.Lir. ParbOth • • • 7111011-1‘ SAM"
samp.osjia. PtIneetim g:spit.as Amiga.
4:3011.111Var. STovhhavitte •  aLaaipas.
Trak* amaIfill alas I») was dmite ereengt Sundry. All other veins sein
lallyk Teethe 403 and roe carry tbilough sleepers between Onticespel,
Ilehngibie and New °desist; trains not and hoe sleeper. between Loitered*.
Keetnelab and "New Orleans. Team 8ciz and flat simpers between Adipaale
sod St Untie. Vbe *milker information, sadiron
T. HO /40VAN, Cone red Agri:ft, l'adneali, Cy.
(010. C IVARITELD, Ticket Agent, New* Ity,
F. W. MARLOW.. D. P. Loulsrille, Ky.
. A. 'A. G. P. A.., Illesne Tds, enn.
r.:74. BATCH, G. T. 
£o,& itirmirro. D. P. A— St. Louis. Mo.
Special Sale
On Wall Paper.
TIM GREATEST BARGAIN! IN WALL PAPER THAT BAB
"VW 133131 OlIVEREO TO ME tVaLIC. YOU CAN PAMIR
A ROO*, BIDE WILL, CEILING AND BOROI.E TO MAT=
_FOR Ting +trail, 111.:4 OF ONLY 63 CENTS. NipC9 PLAIN PIN-
DAL DZSIGN6 THAT OTHERS Alts: SELIAING AT 5 CZMII PUS
MILL, 1110111 WAX MILL YOU AT ONLY 144c PER SINGLE 1110,L.
VICIR DOUBLE BO Lk. ALL NEW Avt) sihturril
OSIONSIL *Leo NICE HANDSOME DESIGNS AT ar.. AOC. 158, ass
ADO WI 'IQ Itptio PEN INIAGLID NALL ALL. KINDS, ALL PRAMS
TO SUMW ISSOPLE. NOM VA KELL FFFI1CT.
811111011.RISOIRNiCit Al4D-4V11MY CODISZETICM1LE COL.
aleI 14119.01 AFTRINGOD Rogosell 90 MIAM011. ABB
1:01,0118 X/OKLAPS...ALso mAx-Dromic woop martigemsts Aar
IFINSIL, AUL ostOss. 1 virstar LATIIST Dili-
1111 row ParEgs.W Aupo citsmir A RULE las
tit keiggame. mooad iittut.op4gr.4  nartnia FRAMS, WM-
JPOSS 1.11111111,6 estavice, JRA 13J stlaiviwo AN 111111.171M10
*AWL -JILL IOW ME WV MICE LIME or sdasrurs Awe
111111,16010SID 1111111AT VIE WIZ./ 11112UT Y MI TIMM AMtots viru swam star vAi.v i StIliEllY.
.C. LEE
C.bd & Kmaimaky
ihmierOsiciers a1 Casaba] niers,
AIM 011141.11111 11111110 'P, IMIDUCAMIS
0.
*Mate saainaalia wee redeaed Is I.spi 
wee'ae wee the sub/isle. Witsdever, street rah
itio *4,4i 11-Eblab. tterAad he was wad maiteleadeua NuNKRIBE 101111
> 
RiGEstin





















































































































"Yodel" "stuffed" papers for a living.
In mee the leader doemuot underriend
what this art Utolt will be eathaleed
that the 'stung"' at elewspapees Is
One of the .most laborious branches of
work connected eith the grout Sueday
Tee ruateeteeue, comic, waat'ad
and other sections of the Sunday pa-
per are ,printed earlier tai the week. and
from Thursday untie eunday morning
dozens of hands are kept bum, insert-
ing these ,area into ens harmonious
whole.
Sven the latest type of presses carte
apt perform this closet a wank, whiels
offers employment to maw newsboys
and Inhabitants • el "Nwsbors' ititey,"
who earn as much as $1.8 in four days'
time. Of this olass was "Yodel."
Down in the auleterritomm emote of
a paper office, wet!). the roar of the
giant presses reverberating in his sort
worked this representative type at the
it the surroun4:n4 Midst
three other "eleepouts" labored, and
while they labored they meg. One
day "Yodel" chimed in the chortles
and then litarted to yodel after the
fashion ue ;he eueo. :emotes whom he
bad heant fsom the gellery seat of $
vaudeville theater.
High above the noises et the presses
his Yoko rang out and every one oi
the 60 "stutters" stopped their wort
and stared at him in astonishment
Then •e,-). one stewed to sisnaltane-
ottaly start their hands to Menthol
"Yodel" was the boy's name there
after.
"Sig" Bill, the foreman the
"stutters," was the only one who dis
liked ''Yodel." Sometklag &boat the
Lads delicate face acted on his coarse
nature like a red rag waved in Os
face of a hulL lu that room„ where ov
*Ey inmate had an inutoestiag story
of his former Me to tell. "Yodel" was
eastinctively recognized as having tel
Len from Weber estate.
"Mg" Bill knew tbla and the loci
• always initated Wino. On a busy ihth
urday afternoon "Yodel" had juit fin
hiked warbling with his biralike vela
when "Big" stepped up to him.
''You wailL to cut that out!" he creed
'Tye stood It six weeks an' I ain't go
tit to stand it ary lungt.r. The bop
eilliat do 'their Work while 'they're Ile
to= to you. If you ever Maike auk;you earl yodeling. again—CU 1-04
Tea. seal*
"Yodel" did not repey so this tirade
trir he did aoe want to .10•4 his posi-
t/ha. Bet when the foreman lad
walked away "Yodel" was suirmanded
by a group s.resasthissre.
l"Fbat fellow don't like um." he mid
"Why, my old man used to alter
asoued damns of fellows LULA, him."
moee"Wilat did you run away from home




"I duet know. Just pot tired of fit. I
I Sweat." aaawered the watt . "tad e
owehopmea ap Divereey street. bet
I API Ma. habit an' tiritteml
to the alley."
"That's where Sig Bill goes," said
another' "Mailer," "up on DI verse y
street to see his girl. I heard him
Wiest Johnson about It."
°Divervey street is a kens oieresuale
dare." replied "Yodel," sad use otiele
crowd laughed'.
Saturday night a press broke down
and delayed the "seuffers " Finally
when papers again hegAle to appear ott ,
the table the boys were kept busy
working LIM amide to get the mall .di- '
teen out. leobodo mug or whistled;
every one was laboring Hite a Troean,
and no one wilted that •111g" bill iv*
showing a group of Meade the skittle
SC the "st u drug" room. "Yoder
seamed at the party, end his Mee
paled; we're his eyes glittered with ex
eitement, as he lookee at the face of
a girl in Ube group.
"Now, watt h the fen," he whispered
to his riget-hand fellow worker. "To.
der" threw beck his head and canoed
Vs, up—high above the noises of the
willing none rem his 'Weary ,voice,
and every see looked around in mase-
r isheneet.
"Big" li“.1`s face turned red as fire,
and he Lieuened over to the boy, fol-
lowed by the rest of his friend&
tire you!" he shouted. "I told
you got to holler any more. didn't I?
Fur two cents I'd throw you out the
Beat tb• newsboy was not listening
to "Big" BIM. Neither was the rest
of the grout). The girl was staring at
"Yo lei" and "Yodel" was smiling beck
at her.,
-1-ienrY!" e she screamed. "Why,
Henry!"
"Hello, Meter," said "Yodel." "Say.
do you au with this big dnh?" he
snorted &Mangy. "I'll coma baek
home if Yoe promise to turn bfln
dowur
"You °eget to have emu file Bid,"
said "yodel" the next day, when, re-
spleeo te it pew suit of cline's, he
ietrollte n, e. to th‘i 'alley." "Say, he
tool le 47,(111ere himself, but el.rf ;taxed
him me le vets eio ge after wettit ( told
'her. : Oh, e'to going Nee le
school. on tilore stughte for mine."--
Chitaru I ,eord-HeraJd.
1 - c'dore- oped
Their' 4,n male and some talk
SC *blew • roe, - •
"NY d; 1, i'70 down," reale the eoreet
dieneo 4i h riot
etre, ,to troete :Le
'••e- oiro •.
euleet etteet.ear.
'1 • " içr +In
reeee el, Ahaerb ecee.
Rob CS- 'ioere• iteeierteloly *'.n.
her of hi. moue of *the big tower-
Ince co,,,.erRe, them daye.
Van .,.rte -to -fey G ,orge, eretelee it
that ie .444  4ri( P}tt (11
givi> c biotic:es rot edverees-
enente.-• 011,....Ao tatty Neus,
TALi.U' A -"ST FFE.It''
NIAN'b Wi..f1-1-
' Species of Canine That Is T.Arne, Yet
Partakes of the Will
in Looks.
•
I was seneking MY pipe ,in the cabin
of an.old timer who-lives on Muddy
creek he southeastern .ziontana when
1. happened to leoje out of the window
and saw an anillSel pass by r Unit fOr
$ *meat, I „tok to be' a rid wolf,- m-
lates a writer in Forekt and Stream.,
I said to the old man: "What have
you got out there?" and he replied:
"Yee; I am glad yot.t spoke about that;
,wanted' you to me them 'pow"
Then, white we walked out of deers,
he told ma that he 'hid a litter a six
pupa half goat- wolf and half ordlneep
domestic dog, and that he had tivo of
there puppies stillesbout the 'house. the
other four having bees given away.
The wolflike sti steal, with four or
five etheo alms, wait standing near, a
wagon ciate to the house, and when
*tied galinved cheerfully' to us, wag
ling its till and twisting Its body, and
thrust his nom tato the hand of each
of us, seeming to enjoy the pats end
caresses thet it reeetved. In color. it
was reddish, somewhat the cieher of
the summer coat of a deer, yet hiasd-
ly so bright; there was more of a
blown is it. Oh the tall the risk law
parellei to the skin and did, aot stand
cent as it does. on the brush of a tea
or the tail of a wolf or coyote. On
the other. hand; the shape a/ the eche-
tire was that of aegray well. which it
side? equaled in•size.
These pups are great thieves,,,_ _and
ttftnin have ,to be kept eat- ot "their
way or they wiel :goal them. They
cannot hark. Sometimes they appear
to try to'det so, tad break out tau) a
regular .wolf howl.
WHAT WAKE'S FOREMAN DID
La Concisely Described by Hike
Himself for the Benefit
of Jtu-y.
One of 11)dd4e soy's stories relates to
his aspects:Kee as a juror. It illus.
crates the raise of concise expraildon.
"Mien I was air the jury,' says Pei.
"one of the cases I heard warn that
of a laborer against the employer in
whose foundry he had been iniured.
The foreman of the foundry
es4 than the attorney for the Plaiatiff
caiIl MisehoSe ea.
"Mae,' inquired the lawyer, 'do
pisu know the gentleman who has just
Deft the stand?'
—Sere I do?
"What doss he do at the fousdryr
"'He's the forernasi:
"Zit" are his duties 
as foreman?'
I don't know, sore
"'Bundy you know 'tat the tore-
• 's duties are,' said the barrister.
'You week soder him. Gone your
"'Yea. kite's me boas.'
than. Re drew* pay ter be-
ats "Inc Set itaa znahle. 441
thteg te sera that WU. Now. *bat
dose he do"
"lithe serstelsed at. heed tor a mo-
ment. basked at the selling. , tails.
• smile owning to hie Ups, he an-
swered; 'Whit <Wavle do? Well. sot,
we to what he Wile us—that's what
he doe
"And with this definition of the du-
ties of • inten.a.n we 'wore compelled
to be content "
HONOR Of THE CHtN ESE.
—
leglishnaan from China Gives Xis
Oplaion of the Sly Co-
t lestials. i•
'Chlesenen are, es a rile, eery hamar-
albite is business matters, but It must sot
'be tares foe granted that integrity as
unirersal wit), t4etn," said Mr. H. M.
Lakin, of abitlagtiel. accord tug te
ehange.
I -1 have lived in the orient for many
geark. mud have had ertenMvs deallsigs
t with alt sorts of meters people,. There
is a metier teet a Otilnatosa's ve.wel is
his bond, and this is very tem fop the
thet that it le a rare thing ter than to
make any other than a verbal contract.
So It happens that whet a celestial tells
poet he will Jo will be performed in a
gnu: majorety of cases. The tact re-
align*, however. that you've got to pkik
' year neenela China just the same as ia
t ali,/ other country. At Sin has his cam-
; torparth LA his males land, and every
Busopean over there can tell you of his
41:119011011clit with tricky Chinamen,
do not believe that a Chinaman is
any more tonest than his fel ow-man ot
other natioratities, as Is sec at by the
vest smonut of grafileg which uerrne-
i ate. the social and political life of the
empire. The Individual Chinese busi-
ness man is riraight In his detainee
largely because .t Is a matter of neces-
sity."
•••
omen in Out Hospitals
Appalling increase bt the Ier of Operations
Performed Each Ye8r:--1-low Womep May
• Avoid Them.
litonl.tey with Spe,,tacies.
in the tiresiett garden
there is a retitle' inenfneY which wee
°perste!! ueon for cataraet tine nue
wears gimes. For more then a yet
aeier it was received tie etih.,a7:0 tt,,
was very boaltity, t
th,caint, Vdrit quiet;
treoeeed IM4Pa•kbi-
into I cordieto , ).
cateellsgrges to I .1). del
IL 4i 41 Er). t it"
Ii' Ic .d;1 I)* Myr e • ,
a pole 04r w trite Lc V.4!Oref
l) greVity.
• '4,
)41- IP- • .l"!
tot" leo I ..dig), c: .n c
inistake wastfiree P, S0Clal e'rr''
"Whet will '5,0Ch'Ive toortokille? he
wen et *eked, wit.h the coorteseA....:.
comes a walitet,
"lien`t, addrees uvr ai 'lade 41- -
rillende^ the gust, et/th see., Aye to
irritatern.
'1
';itecusie me, ma'am." eeplied the
wetter. "hot 'Wife us Is Italie to trake
mietakee " Francisco Cernee c.
Goliglithrongli the hoespitals in our t nese, sheeu'. sness, 
maanoboly,
la:rge properttonef tpiog
es tame anorittifte Bade 'Opel L
and gitta. vibe are elbow awidlingr
or reeovering fairs seams eyes*
liens.
Nthy albewal4 Wet* the meet Sim-
sir beeeses they have usgasSAM
SWIMS. °varlet mud nice* tr 
tbamr 
oishreit
nre eertlinay ea the inCsesse amosig
the women of this country--:they creep
epos them tioaerares, but every pie of
11 Atlanta in the hospital be& had
plenty 44 weaning ia that lztniji
down feeline, pain at left ar
lamp ea one is sa tee fi clench'
*ei womb, -nervous exteirsiden,psan In
istail Of the hadkerettoorrhusa, 4s'
shams, flatulency, displacements of the
womb or Irregularities. All of these
Symptoms are betlicas al an un-
healthy 9eaditien of as maties or
womb, and II notibeellitel the poem*
keit° be peel by 'a deugesees irper=
Witte these ryseptends tepaildst
selves, do trot blew along unfit zpu
obliged fo re teethe hospital add silb-
mit to an operstion —but remember
teat Lydia B. Pliiklaam's Vegetable
Compound hail ,saved thonialds of
women from satirical operations
When women are troubled *Ith ir-
regular, eappressed spanlefla menstru-
ation, vreese, leueorrhees. diaplace
went or ulceration of the womb, that
leering-down feeling, inflammation of
the ovaries, backache, bloating (or flat-
ulency), general debility, indigeetius,
end nerve*s prostration or sue beset
within.* symptoms as dinginess, least-
tude, excite bit it,, irritability, nervous-
Is Plikoes VOW&
-emeriti u .vto.notizetie-lefteeepeseft iost-
iiieftahlreatnallier there is one
desis senuldfif.
Stalatten cannot fed topearl's wneen.




and ei trouble end I emdd eir terry a
quid to maturity, mad Waif *1.04 that an
operetee1eM5 Ivy only hope of reciptery. I
to UAW of_going to*ths hospi-
Nesr 5 I Mae yea
lime leek( Lean Thaltbanes
etumeteeeliyeeet l liutotasautifu
estieetooed; ad I aimaot cisit1 a ,5
vi
pit( six months Ott advise al t sic and
suffering wueon to write you tot advice, as
yotObeve duce so much for nos."
OLIVER, OLIVER & M'GREGOR.
LAWYERS
OFFICES: Benison. Ky., rear bank
Marsheil Countr, Paducah, Ky.,
Room 1,4 Fraternitx
New Phone 114. Old Phone 3o3.
Paducah
SteamDyeWorks
If you want y‘er clothes cleaned,
dreg or repaired, take them to K. C.
Rose 329 South Third Street, I have
the ninon line ef samples for tints
in the eity. Suits made tb ceder.
law Only 3106deetede. of East
Chit s.% lad,, writes:
Dejgr 
and aeumeovarian trouble, and .ert
rorae *ewer with
three months ago the dealer, after mug the
X-Ray on me, raid I had an abeam ea the
ovaries and would have to have an operation.
NT mother wanted oto to toy Lydia X Pink-
Imes Vegetable Compound as • liot resort,
and it not only saved me from an operation
bpt mede in. eaterely well."
Seib S. P skims% Vegetable Com-
pound at once removes such troubles.
Befitse to buy any other medicine, for
1
you need the best.
Mrs. Pinkhain invitee all sick women
it=her for advice Her &deem and
have restored thousands to
health. Address, Lynn, Moss.
Cawood Souse& Moro Others Fa.
EDGAR W. WHrfTEIVIORE,
REAL ESTATE AGENCY
irEAL, O're.„ vitrneut stentruct-t FARM F.ASi
PAMMIIT LOTS FOR agiFiasTMENT.
ISEALEUATE JODOPPAI,A PRiCE LIST
MO To Nvirtkvacov. Amu roR :r.
ir:Do ã W. Ilifiiiiregr441,111ii... rhacits...att. Nes
•
EXPERT ACCOUNTANT
For Auditing, Adjusting, Opening
or Closing Books. Shortest and
Simplest Methods. Apply to
1 JOHN D• SMITH, JREwa Accountant, 118 Fraternity Bldg
H. T. Myers, M. D.
OFFICE 120 NORTH FIFTH
Ti.L.SPH.ONBI





St. Louis and Tennessee River Pack-
et company—the chtaptst and bate
-excursion out of Paducah.
 - a
DR. ROBT. J. RIVERS
no NORTH FIFTH STREET











Ready fcc your ir spec t:.• Novel-
tete the'. excluF;ive, end
usrf/ 1 Make your selectiereir now.
WC put
^







bfisce lbw, 8 to to a. no, j to 3
p. m. and 7 to 9 p.
Dr. Stampe'r
Dentist.





Old Phone 498 Red; New Phone 3s.
$8.00 for tne Round
Trip to lennessee river
and return.
It is a trip of pleasure, comfort
and rest; good service, good table,,,
good rooms, etc. Boats leave ends
Wednesday and Saturday at 5 p. m.
For other information apply to Jae.
Koger, superintendent; Frank 1..
Brown, agent.





Rooms i, a and 3 Register Buil&
'ing, 533 1-2 Broadway.
Practice in all the courts
estate. Both phones 31.
Paducah, K entucky
ALB S'S W. BARKLIX,
Atterney-et-Law.
ROOM No. & Cambia Bundiag.
H. T. Hessig. M. D.
Residence.





SITVER GRIPBS NOR SALL
YATES. ALIi DRUGGIST me,
el the
NOTICE!
Highest price paid for second-hang
toes ca-20,
Fb.rtrz it are.
Buy anything and ON everything.
2111-2.2o Court street. Old phone i3111.-
Clem F ran sioli.
Moving wagon in connection.
—
PUI2YE ..4 F. ,
ATTORNEY-AT-LAW,
Rooms 5 and 6 Register Buildines.














Rooms to, II and 11, Columbia Bldg.
PADUCAH. KY.
J. C. Flournoy Cecil Red
  Dr. B. T. Hall
DR. R. E. HEARNE
BROOKHILL BUTLDTNG.
TELEPHON r NO. a*
Insportmine Chomps et note of South
. era Relhony.
On Teckley, December re the *4-
bowing ehaeree is time ef Sou/Sera
railway truisms will heroine effective:
No, r, wow leavens Leteieveile at
7.0 e. in., wig (levees at 8 a. m.
No 9, mew leering Louisville at
!1:10 p. ni, wilt depart a/ 3:35 p. m.
No. 23, now leering Louisville at
7:p9 p. en., will deveart at 7:75 p m.
No. mi, now leering Lexineekee at
e p. Di., 'will depart at. s:eo p. in.
100. 2, now leliviser Leitrigton at
5-.3e p. ne., will *part at 5 p. M.
Corrimpoieding eleaniree will be
sar die at level 'tot lose load woolen-
gen intending to use therm trains
choeld eritieult ticket agents for cool-
. RV terNfl.ND"' • 'CP AT 'Mit
,- TAXES A DUE SINCE 
NO-
ir.ArSr.T114.1,tFn "Dr7F,,,, TIpiTtiol:tr CiIrT:;
I
llictillit:irtrniel esti:411411RsTP, D A.PF:,.7.A.R
F- -
pr: en:h.:Y.:0th  c • ,, Te, ADDEO TO i
CIT TAXPAYERS ARE HERE-
CITY TAX NOTICE..
-e-
, . port thali Ric - • — otter -No. 1
17n0ilic3o1l7, hoe
'hot the compan ; • - 5, e y op, ,i,
ji4 ritcyc.4 isrelitecFrinievateiedntes.yrk EAate;Letelop7ra's_ i, roo or.
i - It was learned aiso t te: ei, i• "In i
lion Of Look A. Th. -5rosi '
niedy's wen-ire-law. with ;) UN-
ila'flr tily i expected to pease ",*THE : Ob'av T.  '
.
1
Office with Drs. Rivers & Rivers, no
Hort hFiftb, Both Phone 355.
Residence too Clay, Old Phone digh
R. T. LIGHTFOOT,
—LAWYER—





Both hntrItli of concresq
tan, force the r* f bidding the




OfTiee oyes C, eue Bank and Tree
3o6 Broadway.
••••••••••••
DR. W. C. EUBANKS
Pt T( nicopaihist.)























Saturday Morning, Nov. 25, 1935.
LOCAL NEWS
a
weather prediction for to-
y: Fair and Gooier.
—There will he a big Sunday,
school cons-cm:ion 11 Hifiedini, Mar-
shall comity, on the 3otlic-e1ich will
be 'Thank sg ivinig.
—J. M. Howard, a wellainown cit
ism of Marshall comity ANO- Reienas
lborg,,dicel on the 21st. Ife
fanxil3i.
—Geotsia_julaes, one of the colored
city "..s.-14 e I teaclicrs, is low with
locked bowels as him home on Jack-
son street.
•--A wheel ran off the Southern
attpreles nompany's oelivery wagon at
Braidway and Third last evening, and
IS stared horse dashed out Broad-
way siriking someone's buggy near
Fifth where it came to a standstill.
aricf Mrs. Clarence Dixon,
• Font* and Jefferson streets, havt
a fee Boy baby at their home.
—Mr. Ina Mrs. roe Smith,have a
INear Iriti beers
es-altia *tendon at 3 o'clock tho
lanior Missionary society
tfia y Mxliseehorch
Miss Kate White, 414
INarf
- '11re pe:neillet of Benton will lase4
a special election Liecetember. 9th to
if the majority iire.willsng for liqusw
to( be sold in•ide a, city, St c h at
pitmen is a temperance place. .
—Mr. J. R. McClain, the collector,
*better at Riverside hospital, where
beta* been ence Monday on account
Atai a severe attack of hemorrhages.
BAD SHAPE.
Illiartley White. Colored, Seems to
Have Fractured Skull.
-tvet. seems thaw a, fractur-,
Bar::ey White, eatcred, of 808 Odd
eel a• # fale.t of a '''strange'
isibitec.loPs tanyTtig him down and
tI•en•Trieling Saturday at the
market houee. White brushed against
the ofibge..swith a basket, .andlit is be-
lieve{ the baeket broke a boil on the
white man'e neck stet angered him.
as t hitter knocked White down,
lirn several vicious blows WIC)
rapidly away. Nothing was
tboni4 of the cuss sustained, but it
now ooks 219 if ikacture was created
as Wite has been gradually getting




s Them Where They Will
of ,Danger—Kept Secret.
• —
a. Nov. 24.—From Swedish
_roar, ermseppondeut kpr
that is suspected - at Stockholm
that idpar has bent his chrldtren
4out of it Witia in care of the Grand
Duke Virsia Nlichiaeoritch, who
Wednre-,ay crossed) Sweden bound
for •Detareack and the Riveria with
four chile/ten said to belong to his
bottler.
• Traveliog with the Grand Duke's
party were three girls and a boy in-
fant. Stich a combination provokes
comment, inasmuch as Nicola is a
bachelor.
Esssybo,sv wonders why, he tsloes
his filarvam*.: chi:deem with him on a
recreation trip. The father and
mosdlit of the youngeteres were ob-
sers-td• to treat the children With re-
markable eespett. Observers are con-
vinced) that the czar has taken this
mean, to put hie chiidren nut of the
reach of danger,
5-A Horse Blankets are the hest.





Gtay'ft Rnffet, . •
Blamer House Bar,
.L. A. Lagornarsino.
Vire have 'em to se114:-Attru went
ileg...teka Plush Robes, $2.5* to Sm.
illtrireli-Rogers Co.
Notice.
J. Bamberger is at ids shop again,
144 Worth Fifth street, and would
be *vitt-4 to ewe all his customers
and many news ones.
A bloody fight in which one man
ens lciPlecteinad several others wound-
ed, in a New YOfit East-side saloon,
II believed to 'have been caused by a
, -quarrel of the elivivion of election
:money.
USE BARGES
CREWS WILL TRY TO "JACK"
UP THE SUNKEN SWITIM
ENGINE.
Charles Parker, Colored, Got Four
Years for Cutting Engineer
Bobbitt—Rtilroad News.
Yesterday two lzirge barges were
procured by the wrecking crew of the
Illinois Central railroad, and they will
use these floating i.ffairs in trying to
raise the switch engine from its sub-
nverged position in the rivers at foot,
of the incline. The crew tried to raise
the sunken engine v.ith their hoisting
apparatus, but as the chains and) pro-
jecting timbers for this outfit broke
under the heavy strzin caused by the
90 ton weight of the engine, they
will now try to ja.-'t the engine up
between the barge ' get same up
on the floaters. It I take them
several days to 40 tiers,
The operalloilis of the crew is at-
tracting large crowds every hour. of
tslcia3e, as it is something seldom, an engine in the river being
gotten out. The loss to the company
will he many thousands of dollars,
on account of the mishap.
Skull Fractured.
IC. M. Hornehreys was brought here
yesterday morning from the Tennes-
see rivor bridge for the Illinois Cen-
tral railroad, and taken to the rail-
road hospital to be treated /Or the
severe fracture tie his skull. Hum-
phreys is employed by the road at
the bridge and was standing down on
a barge underneath the bridge, when
a block of ,wood fell from above and
struck bins on the head, badly frac-
turing the ski41, and he may not get
over the injury. He is unconscious
and the diaper* are doing all poseibiee
to save liegOA
Got Four Years.
-Parker, colored, has been
give fourayearr in the irtnitentiaty
in the circuit court at :Mayfield, for
cutting Engineer Robbie!, .0 the L
C. one night last. I • without
provocation, on the ,4 platform
there. Mr. It"bitt ed Stem er-
day morning from the trial,
be being the only ed,
as none other saw the litentlit, which
was late at night. Farber cut Rob-
bitt because the latter had no match
to give hint
Fell Fro—rinNain.
The thnepital bare yesterday re
ceived word that the day before W.
D. Teague, a brakeman in the ena-
ptoy of the Ittinois Central Railroad
ompa ei*es Thuteday after-
nolo° b3f n help. hii lasain onear
Minton. Sr. Teaerud• was ri years
old and had been euilroading seaverl
years. He milked liz Jackson, Tenn.,
sod teases a wife. His pareats reside
at itledon, Tenn.
iForrner Storekeeper.
Mr. A. J. Hodienbec is here for a
moths May to recuperate from an
illness that overtook him at Panama
Canal where he is in the store keep-
ing department. He was formerly
storekkeper for the I. C. and left the
caned three weeks ago, but returns
after necupera ti ng.
ABOUT PEOPLE
Judge Thelma; F. Cook aral daussIs
ter, Miss' "flattie. of Murray, earthed
here yesterday at noon and are at
the Palmer.
Lawyers Mike and George Oliver
yesterday went to Lowtry, Marshall
county, to visit their father. They
then go to Benton on business.
Lenv3rere John K. Hendrick and
John G. iMiller returned. yesterday
from Murray, where they went on
legal business.
Mitts Mary Morris went to Barlow
yesterday to visit.
Mrs. L. M.,Puletore. of Perryville,
Tenn., is citing 'here..
Mrs- . hisseph Randall TiGle gene to
Eultorelo visit Me. Thomas Mercer.
'Ms. Oce Alexander leaves today
for an Eastern drumming tour.
Mr. W .A. McAitee, of Mayfield,
welA•in the city yesterday on businese.
Mr. Samuel Evetts returned yester-'
day to Bandana after viehing here a
day.
Mrs. tilleirles James returned to her
home in Evansville after visiting her
parents, Judge and Mrs. 11. L. San-
OILY PA! 9 ReadThis "Death is 
norm than the pairs I suffered
at my monthly p,dods," writes Mrs. Sarah
(I. Butts, of 'White Plains, Va. "I tried many
medicines without rellef, but Cardui cured me,
and I ala now better than for 13 years."
Periodical pains will certainly make you lose,01 your good looks, and quickly make
you old, before your time. Do not suffer. Refuseflo be a victim. Yon can be cured and
your functions made as regula4,,e4sy and painless, as nature meant them to be --as nature
planned all our function, like digestion, breathing, etc., to be.
When you suffer periodical pains, like headache, backache, dragging-down sensa-
tions, pain in legs, arms, side, etc.-, it is because yair weak female parts are in need of a tonic,
that will give them the natural strength which they lackrThls you will find in Wine of Cardui,
the genuine, old, remedy and specific, for female diseases, which', for over 70 years, has..)
been taxcalgtaaLusa, in thousands of faunilies throughout Iti)e country, during which timejtil
has been of wonderful benefit to ever a million women. Try
YOUNG AND OLD
ats earneady mad te write as at sass for Fess Advice.
Make a year esalleast, dasalblag all year troubles, stat-
ing age, sad IPO Va SI= Untruth:as and
addoe. In —,seal"





This afternoon at 5 o'clock the
steamer Kentucky leaves ilor the Ten
nessoe river. She remains up that
stream until next Thursday night.
The Dick Fowler gets out for
Cairo this morning and comes back
tonight about it o'clock.
The Bob Dudley gets Here totnor-
row from NaShville and leaves im-








at Pahner House oil on Broadway, a
green clover leaf put with pearl set.
Finder will be rewarded' by fearing
it at pa South Sixth street.
Bine Points at Ragan's Cafe today,
1 own each. Old 'phone 906-red.
FOR RENT OR SALE—Resi-
dence at 837 Jefferson street, corner
'Rinds. Fifty-eight feet front. Pos-
session December 1st
-for St. Louis.
The City of Savanneh will not get
away from St. Louis until. Monday,
bound for the Tenneesee river.
The Peters Lee is due down to-
day or tomorrow for Memphis from
Cincinnati.
The Peters Lee left l'illemgares yes-
terday and gets heoe tomorrow on
her way up for Cincinnati
ders.
'Lieut. Wim. Read, of the eecroiting
office for the U. S. A. at F.vansville.
is in thile. t,ity v'i'siting the branch of-
fice matined here.
Mr. Mdler'.Canirsingham has re-
turned I. a trio to 'Elizabethtown
S4tioriff kate Reeves. of Renton, re-
untied home yesterday.
Mr. ,Charles Carney gee( down to
Fultok timid erasing to -Field's
;noted which plays
Mr. Aelbe:t. Lindsey, fire
Harley left yesterday









Mt. Carmel, 4.0; falling.
Nsiderille, 7.8; falling.
Pittsburg. nsissipg.
Derek Island Dam, misving.
St. Doors, 9.5; fading.
Mi. Vernon, miming.
roducah. 7.3; falling.
Herwy Alexis Dumemil, owe of the
best known citizen. of Louisville,
chid Thursday morning of pneumonia
aged righty-five years.
contribution', received to this Jew-
ish" re4ief fund. New York, by the
cfrenffeittte :having that fund in charge




FOR RERT—Storeroorn on Broad
wify near Seventh. Apply DIVES, &
Kohl.
George Edward Adams, cashier of
the United, states assay office at Se-
attle, Wald*, was arrested Thursday
ad a tinge oil being $35,000 shore en
les accounts.
Bliss, of New York, Mei se-
cured an option on 15,000 acres of
mineral lamb in Pike county. A awn
paw will be formed to develop tie
gooptrty.
,-Trelt additional inarctroctets charging
embezzlement have been returned
against Newton C. Dougherty, former
I euperintendent at Peoria,
TM/MOISSOMIINIINIMMO
. Notices three contests for seats
in .+ tile next legisiaeure have been
filed in Frankfort. The contestants
see IA democrats.
•
' A California scientist is inveetigat=
iwg the origin of life and hopes soon
to make delay all and any mystery
ronnected wide the problem
Pt it reported from St. Petersburg
that Finland has said that an tile Jodi
of Dereernhes she wit, declare herself
a ex putific
CLARK'S SATUTDAY SALE, NOV, ,25.
Home grown Pecans, per pound
Fancy Mixed Nuts, per pound  
2 lbs. Fancy Bulk Dates for 
7 lbs Hand picked Navy Beans for, 
2 ft)111 Country Dried Apples for 
One 33c parlor BC011911 for 
24 lb. Bag Purity Flour, fancy pattent for .. 
24 lbs White Frost Flour, straight ......
ro pound bucket pure hog Lard for 
5 pound bucket pure hog Lard for.. .
3 pounds Standard Mince Meat for 













pounds Cherry or Blackberry jam ........ . .....
3 Boxes Searchlight Matches for ... . •• 1.04e'
z Bags fine Table Salt for •-• • • • 10#
3 pound can extra fancy Table Peahen for 061
2 cans extra fancy Maim pack Corn 250
a cans Little Fellow Peas for 250
3 cans Domestic Sardines for 
5 pound frith cake, fancy goods for 
t 'pound fancy Fruit Cake for
IFancy Lemons, per dozen for   2004 cakes German Sweet Chocolate for  ......... ......... ...... 25e
a gleans fresh ground Horse Radish  , 
% cake Huyler's or Baker's Chocolate 




lice adjuster. is here m Jacky+ packages Shredded CocoanutTenn














enter Oro Arctic circle
nff of nerigition "Fr
•
can White Cherries for 
'der, per gallon, for  •
• or Oyster Crackers  • .
Oranges, dozen  • 4. 
per peck • .... •••• 
Bananas a deign . 
150
1St
• • • • ...... 30e
15*
• ••••





















or you to begin laying up something for
days and the infirmities of old age.
Make regular deposits in this bank where
your money will be at worlbr you at compound in-









BECAUSE of the endiering goodness
they. wila be companions (roan child-
hood to eld age.
AN ELGIN is constraotad with itte-
Ifiimite care—of seliamd, proms
:rnsterials-4diustad sod timed tai
-perfect accuracy Wog* leaving thia
factory.
MGM,. WATCHES have no peers
In precision, &Beaty and dearabil-
ity.—nearly tea million produeed in
a third of a century—an unequaled
record
A FULL LINE of Women's and
• men's sires, all styles and makes of
cases--inspection invitet,
J. L. WANNER,
428 BT Olid Way .
Opposite Feltner HOWL
I
•
• I.
•
'f'
